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TOOLSTOOLS&&
1000+LM Li-Ion Underhood Light
#W2673   LINE 962

The Comfort Pad

Premium Kneelmat (1"x15"x20")   #KNEELMAT   LINE 716

Premium Bodymat (1"x18"x40")   #BODYMAT   LINE 716

Tailgate Seat (1"x18"x58")   #TRUCKMAT   LINE 716

One inch thick premium NBR rubber ensures greater comfort and pain relief | 
Microban infused to avoid mold and odor | Easily washable | Resists industrial 
chemicals, grease and oil | Cut-out carry handle, easy to carry and to store | 
Earth friendly (up to 20% recycled material)

EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT
2nd Quarter 2023 • Valid through June 30, 2023

V A L I D  T H R O U G H  J U N E  3 0 ,  2 0 2 3      |      D E D I C A T E D  T O  T H E  P R O F E S S I O N A L  I N S T A L L E R

Innovative design spans hoods over 6 feet wide and wraps up 
for compact storage | 15-Inch flexible light bar provides a variety 
of uses and allows light to be directed right where you need it 
| 60 Wide angle LEDs provide over 1000 lumens of flood light | 
Adjustable elastic strap fits almost any size hood | Rubber padded 
hooks prevent scratching or denting | 
Powered by dual 18650 2200mAh Li-Ion 
batteries (included) and USB charging 
cable | High, medium and low beam 
settings

19199595

59599595

39399595

39399595

4 Pack Assisted Open Pocket Knife Set#W9379   LINE 962
Four different blade designs for a variety of needs, with color-coded hardware for easy identification | Black stainless steel blade on each knife: Tanto blade (yellow), clip blade (red), leaf shape (green), partially serrated drop point (blue) | Finger flipper and spring mechanism provide 

quick and easy 
assisted opening 
| Dimensions: 
3 inch (75mm) 
blade, 7-1/4 inch 
(184mm) overall 
open length, 4-1/4 
(108mm) inch 
folded length

24249595
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Limited inventory - Please expect shipping delays on all new numbers.

FLIP SOCKET SET, 7 PIECE
#12950  |  LC 576
Double-ended flip sockets offer 2 hex sizes in each socket for the removal of standard 
and damaged lug nuts found on many vehicles | 6-point impact sockets are made 
from chrome moly steel with a black oxide finish | Set includes a 1/2" drive extension, 
17mm/17.5mm, 19mm/19.5mm, 21mm/21.5mm, 22mm/22.5mm, 27mm/27.5mm 
and a deep thin-walled 19/21mm socket | The 19/21mm socket includes a plastic 
sleeve that prevents scratching the wheels | Comes in a blow molded storage case

RADIATOR GENIE
#88500  |  LC 576
Water and air cleaning wands for high efficiency cooling systems and all types of 
radiators and other hard-to-reach places | Fast and easy adjustable pressure cleaning 
wands | Patented fan head increases pressure and working width | Special sized tube 
to access confined areas | Interchangeable air fitting comes with M style connector, but 
can be used with any style | Extends the life of your equipment by keeping them clean 
and running cool | Overall Length: 22-3/4"

1/2" DRIVE X-TRAX SOCKET SET 

Patented design removes old, stripped, rusted or damaged nuts and bolts up to 85% rounded | 
Deep wall, impact grade chrome vanadium steel | Corrosion and oil resistant black 

phosphate finish | Large size laser etching for easy identification | Innovative storage/
carrying case features dual hinge design for easy access to all 11 sockets

QUICK CONNECTOR CLIP TOOL
#W83116  |  LC 962
For releasing connections on fuel lines during maintenance or 
when replacing fuel filters | Compact palm size design allows 
you to compress the quick disconnect lugs in tight confined 
areas | Use the special spring loaded jaws to push the tabs 
while pulling backwards to remove the connector | Cushion 
grip can be angled to better access the fitting or connector | 
Widely used on hoses with snap connectors found on, VW, 
Audi, Mercedes, Fiat, GM, Ford, and others

SAE SOCKET SET
#W32916  |  LC 962
Sizes: 3/8", 7/16", 1/2", 9/16", 5/8", 11/16", 
3/4", 13/16", 7/8", 15/16", 1"

METRIC SOCKET SET
#W32917  |  LC 962
Sizes: 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22mm

LI-ION COMPACT FLASHLIGHT
#W2678  |  LC 962
Uses professional grade lifetime CREE XTE LEDs | Black anodized aluminum alloy steel 
construction with IPX4 water resistance | 4-Output Settings: Turbo beam 1200 lumen, 20 
second run time (press power button for 2-3 seconds to activate) | High beam 600 lumens, 
2.5 hour run time, 295ft (90m) beam distance | Low beam 300 lumens, 5.5 hour run time, 
180ft (55m) beam distance | Safe mode 60 lumens, 15 hour runtime, 82ft (25m) beam 
distance | USB magnetic charge cable included

49499595
Your ChoiceYour Choice

eacheach
Patented Design

Removes stripped, rusted or damaged 
nuts and bolts up to 85% rounded

$$18189595

$$22229595

$$1291299595

$$44449595
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HEIN-WERNER JACKSHEIN-WERNER JACKS

Professional QualityProfessional Quality

BOTTLE JACKS 

RATCHETING JACK STANDS PERFORMANCE TOOL FLOOR JACKS

$$5195190000

$$6996990000

$42995

$9999

$3495

LIFTING EQUIPMENT & LUG WRENCH

3 TON RATCHETING JACK STANDS
#W41022   LINE 962
12" to 17-1/4" range

2 TON HYDRAULIC 
BOTTLE JACK
#W1621   LINE 962
Heavy duty base |
Adjustable top screws

6 TON HYDRAULIC 
BOTTLE JACK
#W1625   LINE 962
Heavy duty base |
Adjustable top screws

12 TON HYDRAULIC 
BOTTLE JACK
#W1632   LINE 962
Heavy duty base |
Adjustable top screws

6 TON RATCHETING JACK STANDS
#W41023   LINE 962
15-1/2" to 23-1/2" range

2 TON FOLDING ENGINE CRANE
#W41029   LINE 962
4,000 lb. capacity | Adjustable boom with chain 
and hook | Legs fold up for easy storage | Patented 
design

20" SAE/METRIC 4 WAY LUG WRENCH
#W1   LINE 962
Drop forged steel | Sizes: 3/4", 13/16", 7/8", and 19mm

3-1/2 TON LOW PROFILE SERVICE JACK
#W1627   LINE 962
7,000 lb load capacity | Lift range: 4" to 20-1/2" | Swivel casters | Dual pump | 
Rubber saddle pad | Durable flanged steel frame | Great for cars and light trucks

3 TON GARAGE JACK
#W1617   LINE 962
6,000 lb load capacity | Minimum height 3-1/8" | Maximum 
height 19-7/8" | Steel lifting saddle with 360° swivel

2 TON SERVICE JACK
#HW93642   LINE 675
One (1) piece handle | Flanged side plates increase 
strength | Wide frame for more stability under a load 
| Large front wheels and rear swivel casters for easy 
maneuvering | Sealed hydraulic pump for durability | 
Pressure relief valve prevents overloading | Cast iron 
lift arm for heavy duty loads | Universal joint release 
mechanism for precise load control | Min. height - 
4.5" | Max. height - 21.25"

3 TON SERVICE JACK
#HW93652   LINE 675
Heavy duty frame for rugged applications | Longer 
chassis ideal for truck and SUV | Full swivel rear 
casters for easy positioning | Sealed hydraulic 
pump for durability | Pressure relief valve prevents 
overloading | Cast iron lift arm for heavy duty 
loads | One piece handle | U-joint release mech-
anism for precise load control | Min. height - 5" | 
Max. height - 23.5"

2.5 TON MAGIC LIFT™ SERVICE 
JACK WITH 3 TON JACK STANDS
#25055   LINE 675
Magic Lift™ technology and a built-in hydraulic 
by-pass | Minimum height: 3.35" | Maximum 
height: 19.3" | One piece handle | U-joint 
release mechanism for precise load control 

2-1/4 TON TROLLEY JACK WITH BLOW MOLDED CASE
#W1611   LINE 962
4,500 lb. load capacity | 5-1/4" - 15-1/2" lift range

$64900

$2495 $3699 $5999

$$49499999

$$96969999

4,500 lbs.
�������������

7,000 lbs.
�������������

6,000 lbs.
�������������

$$4594599595

$$42942999 99 
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$3299

4 PC. LONG NOSE PLIERS SET
#W30714   LINE 962
Extra long handle pliers perfect for hard to 
reach repair jobs | Ergonomic cushion grip 
handles with safety rests | High strength 
drop forged, hardened and tempered steel 
construction | 11" long nose | 11" 90˚ bent 
nose | 11" 45˚ bent nose | 7" needle nose

2 PIN CALIPER TOOL
#W80627   LINE 962
Use to spin the piston back into the 
cylinder of the brake caliper | Works well 
on vehicles with self-adjusting parking 
brakes | Adjustable design fits a majority 
of domestic and import cars with 2 slotted 
wind-back caliper pistons | Attaches to a 
3/8" drive ratchet, and fits a range from 
20 - 35mm

UNIVERSAL LIFT SUPPORT CLAMP
#W84604   LINE 962
Designed to hold gas charged lift supports found on 
hoods, tailgates, hatchbacks and trunks | Securely 
holds weak lift supports in the extended position to 
allow access | Strong steel thread surrounded by an 
aluminum clamp to prevents damage to lift 
support | Adjust to fit any size support up to 3/8" 
quickly | Made of lightweight aluminum with a 
large screw knob for easy installation

SCREWDRIVER SETS 

PLIERS 

61 PC. SCREWDRIVER AND BIT SET 
#W1731   LINE 962

FREE STANDING STORAGE/ORGANIZING RACK 
– features bit storage and removable magnetizer/

demagnetizer | Heat treated alloy steel blades with satin 
finish, magnetic tips and non-slip molded grips | Most 

popular Phillips, slotted, star and square sizes

$4795

LINE 962

#W30752
#W30754
#W30756
#W30758

5" CURVED JAW LOCKING PLIERS
7" CURVED JAW LOCKING PLIERS
10" CURVED JAW LOCKING PLIERS
6-1/2" LONG NOSE LOCKING PLIERS

$8.49
$9.79
$11.99
$9.79

6" HEAVY DUTY 
BENCH VISE
#BV-6H   LINE 555
Engineered for high quality 
performance | Built tough for 
strength, ease of handling and 
durability | 360˚ swivel base 
with dual locking system | Jaw 
opens to 6"

$$2092090000

100 PC. SCREWDRIVER SET 
WITH POUCH
#W1721   LINE 962
Comfortable non slip molded grips | Chrome 
vanadium blades and power bits | Satin finish 
with magnetic tips | Organizing zippered 
carrying case

$5999
45 PC. STUBBY TOOL SET
#W39000   LINE 962
72 gear teeth dual drive ratchet: 1/4" and 3/8" drives in 
one ratchet | Ratcheting screwdriver: clockwise, counter 
clockwise and locking positions | Stubby adjustable wrench 
has 1" rule on head for precision adjustments | Alloy steel 
construction for strength and durability | Comfortable 
cushion grip handles | 1/4" hex to 1/4" drive (m), 3/8" 
(F) to 1/4" (m) adapters and 3/8", 3" extension | 1/4" 
drive socket sizes: 5/32", 3/16", 7/32", 1/4", 9/32", 
5/16", 11/32", 3/8", 7/16" & 1/2"; 4, 4.5, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10, 
11 & 12 mm | 3/8" drive socket sizes: 9/16", 5/8", 3/4"; 13, 
14, 15, 17mm | 1" bits: Phillips #1 (2), #2 (2) & #3; Star T-15 & 
T-20; Slotted 5/32", 3/16" & 1/4"; Hex 1/8" & 1/4"

$$37379999

$$21219999

$$999999

LI-ION LED RESCUE KNIFE
#W9362   LINE 962
Features LED light, glass breaker and carabiner clip | 3" straight edge 
Stainless Steel tanto blade | Lithium Ion rechargeable battery and USB 
recharging cable | 7.9" overall length | 4.8" closed length $$23239595

$$29299999

$$57579999

HAND TOOLS, EXTENSION CORDS & BATTERIES

EXTENSION CORDS
25' CONTRACTOR GRADE NON-LIGHTED END
#SL725   LINE 866
25' length | Yellow | Outdoor use | 16/3 single tap cord

50' CONTRACTOR GRADE NON-LIGHTED END
#SL750   LINE 866
25' length | Yellow | Outdoor use | 16/3 single tap cord

#3033571ZM#3033571ZM
#8134#8134
#8142#8142
#8152#8152
#8156#8156
#81512C#81512C
#81516CE2#81516CE2
#8242#8242
#8246#8246
#82412C#82412C
#A16041#A16041
#A1604-4CTF2#A1604-4CTF2
#KE23A1ZM#KE23A1ZM
#KECR16161-20321#KECR16161-20321
#KECR2450-2#KECR2450-2

$2.59$2.59
$9.99$9.99
$5.49$5.49
$3.49$3.49
$7.49$7.49
$12.95$12.95
$22.95$22.95
$3.49$3.49
$7.49$7.49
$12.95$12.95
$5.49$5.49
$20.99$20.99
$2.59$2.59
$2.18$2.18
$5.49$5.49

1 PACK - 1.5 WATCH BATTERY1 PACK - 1.5 WATCH BATTERY
4 PACK - SIZE D4 PACK - SIZE D
2 PACK - SIZE C2 PACK - SIZE C
2 PACK - SIZE AA2 PACK - SIZE AA
6 PACK - SIZE AA6 PACK - SIZE AA
12 PACK - SIZE AA12 PACK - SIZE AA
16 PACK - SIZE AA16 PACK - SIZE AA
2 PACK - SIZE AAA2 PACK - SIZE AAA
6 PACK - SIZE AAA6 PACK - SIZE AAA
12 PACK - SIZE AAA12 PACK - SIZE AAA
1 PACK - 9 VOLT1 PACK - 9 VOLT
4 PACK - 9 VOLT4 PACK - 9 VOLT
23A ALKALINE REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY BATTERY23A ALKALINE REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY BATTERY
LITHIUM REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY BATTERIESLITHIUM REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY BATTERIES
LITHIUM REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY BATTERYLITHIUM REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY BATTERY

LINE 780LINE 780
REPLACEMENT BATTERIES REPLACEMENT BATTERIES 
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COMBINATION WRENCH SETS 

8 PC. OFFSET BOX WRENCH SETS
Drop forged chrome vanadium steel construction | Fully 
polished finish with 12-point box ends | 60° offset for hard to 
reach fasteners | Handy storage rack 

4 PC. FLARE NUT WRENCH SETS 

7 PC. FLEX HEAD RATCHETING SETS

ADAPTERS & FLEX HANDLES 

RATCHETS 

#W32101 1/2" DRIVE QUICK RELEASE TEARDROP RATCHET _________ $27.91
#W36101 1/4" DRIVE QUICK RELEASE TEARDROP RATCHET _________ $17.25
#W38101 3/8" DRIVE QUICK RELEASE TEARDROP RATCHET _________ $21.99
#W38106 3/8" DRIVE ROUND HEAD RATCHET  ________________________ $9.99

LINE 962

$3099

$6795

$2095

$2095

$6795

$3099

22 PC. SAE & METRIC
COMBINATION WRENCH SET
#W1069   LINE 962
SAE:  1/4" - 5/16" - 3/8" - 7/16" - 1/2" - 9/16" - 

5/8" - 11/16" - 3/4" - 13/16" - 7/8"
Metric: 9mm through 19mm
Polished chrome vanadium steel construction | 
Handy storage rack

SAE SET
#W1085   LINE 962
Sizes: 1/4" x 5/16", 5/16" x 3/8", 3/8" x 7/16", 7/16" x 1/2", 
1/2" x 9/16", 5/8" x 11/16", 3/4" x 25/32", 13/16" x 7/8"

METRIC SET
#W1086   LINE 962
Sizes: 6mm x 7mm, 8mm x 9mm, 10mm x 11mm, 12mm x 13mm, 
14mm x 15mm, 16mm x 17mm, 18mm x 19mm, 20mm x 22mm

11 PC. SAE COMBINATION WRENCH SET
#W1061   LINE 962
SAE:  1/4" - 5/16" - 3/8" - 7/16" - 1/2" - 9/16" - 

5/8" - 11/16" - 3/4" - 13/16" - 7/8"
Chrome vanadium steel construction | Fully polished 
finish | Handy storage rack

11 PC. METRIC COMBINATION WRENCH SET
#W1062   LINE 962
Metric: 9mm through 19mm
Chrome vanadium steel construction | Fully  
polished finish | Handy storage rack

SAE FLARE
NUT WRENCH SET
#W30430   LINE 962
1/4" x 5/16" - 3/8" x 7/16" - 1/2" x 9/16" - 5/8" x 11/16"

SAE SET
#W30636   LINE 962
Sizes: 3/8", 7/16", 1/2", 9/16", 
5/8", 11/16", 3/4"

METRIC SET
#W30637   LINE 962
Sizes: 10mm, 12mm, 13mm, 
14mm, 15mm, 17mm and 18mm

METRIC FLARE
NUT WRENCH SET
#W30431   LINE 962
9 x 11mm - 10 x 12mm - 13 x 14mm - 16 x 18mm

1/2" DRIVE FLEX HANDLES
LINE 962

1/2" DRIVE CLICK TORQUE WRENCH
#M200DB   LINE 962
Professional style | Chrome plated alloy steel | Compact size for 
tight spots | Ratchet style with engraved scale | 
Nickel chrome plated alloy steel 
| Size: 1/2" Drive, 10 to 150 
ft lbs

SOCKET SETS 

21 PC. 3/4" DRIVE SAE SOCKET & RATCHET SET
#W34904   LINE 962
Includes 16 sockets: 7/8" - 2"

11 PC. MASTER LUG NUT REMOVER 
SOCKET SET
#M991   LINE 962
Complete assortment of emergency lug nut 
removal sockets ensure you always have the right 
size | 1/2" drive | Heavy duty impact-grade

19 PC. 3/8" DRIVE SAE & METRIC SOCKET SET
#W38301   LINE 962
Socket sizes: 3/8" - 7/8" and 10 - 18mm

3 PC. IMPACT GRADE SOCKET ADAPTER SET
#12082   LINE 883
Adapts sockets to power drills and drivers | Includes 1/4" drive 
and 3/8" drive extension bar | 1/4" shank | 2-3/4" overall length | 
Detent ball for secure socket retention

1/2" F x 3/8" M SOCKET ADAPTER
#W32157   LINE 962
Chrome vanadium alloy steel construction for strength and durability | 
Polished nickel chrome plated finish resists corrosion

Flex head pivots a full 180° for operation at any angle | Low profile 
head for access in tight spaces | 72 gear teeth for 5º sweep | Drop 
forged chrome vanadium with mirror polish finish

#W32120
#W32121

18" LONG
24" LONG

$16.99
$29.99

5 PC. 1/2" DRIVE THIN 
WALL IMPACT SOCKET SET
#W32902   LINE 962
Sizes include: 17mm, 19mm, 21mm, 13/16", 7/8" 

38 PC. IMPACT SOCKET SET
#M796   LINE 962
Drop forged chrome vanadium steel for strength and durability | 
Large size laser etching for easy identification | Rounded corners 
for a tighter grip | Includes SAE & Metric, deep and standard 
sizes | Storage / Carrying Case

$4870

$27900

HAND TOOLS

$$74749595

$$56569595

$$19199999

$$22221010

$$38389595
$$32329999

$$227979

$$444949

$2695
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$$1991999595

3-SHELF UTILITY CART 
WITH DRAWER
#W54006   LINE 962
Four swivel casters, plus two locking 
casters | Organizer shelf with bins | 
Shelf with storage drawer | Two  
23-1/2" x 16" tool trays | Foam 
drawer and tray liner

BAR STOOL
WITH SWIVEL SEAT
#W85010   LINE 962
30" tall | Durable, easy to 
clean | 14" round vinyl padded 
swiveling seat | Sturdy chrome 
plated legs

3-DRAWER ROLLING MECHANIC’S SEAT
#W85025   LINE 962
Reinforced seat supports up to 350 lbs 
| 3-drawer tool box with roller bearing 
slides | Two folding trays with magnetic 
pads | Rear tray supports screwdrivers 
and pliers | Vinyl padded seat cushion 
for max comfort & support | 
Seat - 16" x 9" | 
Drawer - 13.5" x 7.75" x 2.25"

OVERSIZE X-FRAME CREEPER
#W85014   LINE 962
5" jumbo swivel casters for use even on cracked and uneven 
floors | Extra wide, contoured pad with 2" thick padding | 38" 
x 14" x 2" | 300 lb capacity | Low profile design

40" PLASTIC CREEPER WITH 6 CASTERS
#W85006   LINE 962
Contoured shape for comfort and easy movement 
| Casters swivel 360° for easy movement | Blow 
molded base built-in storage tray | Oil and water 
resistant wheels | Fully padded headrest | 300 lbs 
capacity | Dimensions: 40" x 17" x 4-1/2"

$$1191199595

$$66669595

$$84849595

PNEUMATIC BAR STOOL
WITH SWIVEL SEAT
#W85011   LINE 962
Pneumatic action adjusts seat height from 26" 
to 32" quickly and easily | 14" diameter synthetic 
leather foam padded seat with 360° swivel | 
Heavy duty steel tubing frame with matte black 
powder coated finish | Wide foot stool base 
comes pre-assembled | 330 lb weight capacity

SERVICE CARTS & CREEPERS

$$69699999

$$1691699595
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GLOVES

LEATHER PALM WORK GLOVES
#AG625ET   LINE 420
Top quality suede cowhide leather palm 
and thumb | Features rubberized safety 
cuff, full leather index finger, reinforced 
fingertips and leather knuckle strap

PRICE DROP!

DISPOSABLE GLOVES 

WORK GLOVES 

$549

$149

per pair

per pair

$489
per pair

$2188

$1999

$2799

$1995

JERSEY WORK GLOVES
#T905T   LINE 420

NYLON GLOVES WITH NITRILE PALMS
#ROC10TM, L, XL    LINE 420
Seamless nylon shell for comfort and extended 
wear | Durable nitrile palm coating provides great 
oil grip and increased abrasion and puncture 
resistance | Not liquid proof

MIDKNIGHT® POWDER-FREE
BLACK NITRILE GLOVES
#MK296S, M, L, XL, XXL
LINE 635
100 count | Provides firm and consistent wet grip 
due to fully textured design and non-foaming formula 
| Distinctive black color hides stains and provides a 
contrasting backdrop for identifying lighter colored 
material | Offers a higher tensile strength and flexibility 
compared to the minimum requirements as set for 
both ASTM D6319 and EN 455 standards | Contains 
no natural rubber latex | Powder-free, to help protect 
against Type 1 skin allergies and irritation

SAFEGRIP® POWDER-FREE EXTENDED CUFF LATEX GLOVES
#SG375M, L, XL
LINE 635
50 count | Three times thicker than standard 
Latex Gloves | The thickest Microflex® latex 
glove in the palm and finger areas, for additional 
protection | Provides a secure barrier against 
harmful chemicals – including solvents | Textured 
fingers for reliable grip in wet or dry conditions, 
ensuring a consistent, reliable grip | Extended, 
beaded cuff offers enhanced protection when 
extra coverage is needed over the wrist and  
forearm | Pinhole rates well below  
FDA standards for exam gloves

$2499
DIAMOND GRIP® POWDER-FREE
LATEX GLOVES
#MF300S, M, L, XL
LINE 635
Box of 100 powder-free disposable gloves | Prevents 
rips and tears due to thicker fingertips than most 
standard latex gloves | Delivers a secure and 
dependable grip for rugged work settings especially in 
oily environments | Allows easy donning and a cooler, 
drier and more comfortable fit | Provides excellent 
protection for automotive industry applications

BLAZE® HIGH VISIBILITY POWDER-FREE 
NITRILE GLOVES
#N483L, #N484XL, #N485XXL
LINE 635
Box of 100 powder-free disposable gloves | 
The Blaze®, high visibility orange nitrile glove 
provides excellent visibility in low light conditions 
| The durable design with an extended cuff gives 
better protection against a variety of industrial 
chemicals for longer periods of time than 
comparable nitrile gloves | Textured fingers for 
assured, confident grip | Works exceptionally 
well in oily environments | Extended cuff for added 
protection of wrist and forearm | Certified by the 
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)

BLACK DRAGON ZERO® 

LATEX GLOVES
#BD1002NPFM, #BD1003NPFL, #BD1004NPFXL
LINE 635
Box of 100 powder-free disposable gloves | 
Textured fingertips allow a secure grip on tools | 
Black color masks stains

HEAVY DUTY LATEX GLOVES
(M) #D0400009100, (L) #D0400010100
LINE 635
100 count | 7 mil | Powder-free | Protect your 
hands from dirt, grease, oil, and chemicals 
during messy jobs | Textured grip throughout 
the palm and fingers ensure you'll have 
traction with your tools no matter what 
you're working on

$2999

MECHANIX WEAR COVERT GLOVES THE ORIGINAL® 
COVERT

LC 635
Form-fitting 

TrekDry® helps keep 
your hands cool 
and comfortable 

| Adjustable 
Thermoplastic Rubber 
(TPR) wrist closures 
create a secure fit | 
Reinforced thumb 
and index finger 

improve durability | 
Touchscreen capable 

synthetic leather 
provides the perfect 

blend of dexterity and 
durability

FASTFIT® 
COVERT

LC 635
Breathable TrekDry® 

construction | Stretch-
elastic cuffs create a 

secure fit | Anatomically 
designed two-piece 

palm eliminates 
material bunching 
| Pinched fingertip 

construction improves 
fingertip strength and 

durability | Infused 
with touchscreen 

technology

M-PACT® 
COVERT

LC 635
Thermoplastic Rubber 

(TPR) impact resistance 
and pinch-point 

fingertip protection | 
Breathable TrekDry® 

| Armortex® palm 
reinforcement | Durable 

synthetic leather 
palm infused with 

touchscreen technology 
| D3O® palm padding 
absorbs impact and 

vibration

  M | #MG55009
  L | #MG55010
 XL | #MG55011
XXL | #MG55012

  L | #FFTAB55010
 XL | #FFTAB55011

  L | #MPT55010
 XL | #MPT55011

$$23239999
per pairper pair$$16169999

per pairper pair

$$29299595
per pairper pair

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

SALECLOSEOUT
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FLUORESCENT WORK LIGHT 

13W FLUORESCENT WORK LIGHT
#SL520   LINE 866

25' 18/2 SJT cord | Cool running 13 watt fluorescent bulb | 
Similar amount of light to a 75 watt incandescent bulb but 
with a daylight color to it | Electronic ballast provides instant 
no flicker cold weather starts | Exclusive 90 degree cord 
swivel makes it possible to stand the light upright on its 
base | Nylon tip double hooks for hands-free use

$4399

$995

15W COB LED UNDER-THE-HOOD WORK LIGHT
#SL176R   LINE 806

4-IN-1 WORKBENCH POWER STATION
#W2279  LINE 962

30 LED LI-ION SLIM WORK LIGHT
#W2231   LINE 962

LED UNDERHOOD STRIP WORK LIGHT
#W2673   LINE 962

$$1641649999

LED WORK LIGHTS 

3 adjustable lamps provide up to 400 lumens each | Lamp heads rotate, to allow 
flexible spread of light | 360-minute life (three lamps); 840-minute life (single lamp) | Four 
2600mAh rechargeable Lithium Ion batteries | Battery status LED indicators | Die-cast 
aluminum housing with durable ABS | Micro USB charging socket & cable 

Commercial grade with lighted on/off switches and built in circuit breaker | Instantly adds 120v 
electrical outlets, USB ports, and additional lighting to your work space | 6 commercial quality 
outlets | 2 LED lights put out a total of 1000 lumens of 6000K daylight, illuminating your work 
area and pivot downward, up to 90 degrees, to focus light onto your workbench | 2 USB 
charging ports with over current protection | Built-in cradle for your cell phone or tablet keeps 
them out of the way while charging but still visible to check on messages while you work | 
Heavy duty 19-gauge steel case is powder coated and can be either wall-mounted or used as 
a standalone work light / power strip | 6' 14/3 AWG cord

Variable output dial adjust light output from 150 to over 
600 lumens | Thin, low profile light bar body for access in 
confined areas | Swivel hook and removable 360º swivel 
magnetic base for hands free use

Innovative design spans hoods over 6 feet wide and 
wraps up for compact storage | 15" flexible light 
bar | 60 wide angle LEDs provide over 1000 
lumens of flood light | Adjustable elastic strap 
fits almost any size hood | Rubber padded 
hooks prevent scratching or denting | Powered 
by dual 18650 2200mAh Li-Ion batteries 
(included) and USB charging cable | High, 
medium and low beam settings

GO ANYWHERE LED WORK LIGHT
#BZ501-5  LINE 440#BZ501-5  LINE 440

Powered by six LEDs | 1100 lumens |
Magnetic base creates a simple

mounting solution, while still allowing
for on-the-go mobility | Includes car  

and wall chargers

$$1191190000

$$63639595

ROUND
1600 LUMENS

#BZ101-5 #BZ101-5 
6 LEDs

16 Watts
9-32 Volts
4.5" Wide
4.5" High
2.2" Deep

MOUNTABLE LED WORK LIGHTS   LINE 440

Mounting brackets included | Die cast aluminum housing | Stainless steel brackets | Can 
be used in multiple applications – boating, mowing, fork lifts, tow trucks, garbage trucks, 
off road, farming, etc.  | Wet or dry, rain or shine

SQUARE
1100 LUMENS

#BZ201-5#BZ201-5 
5 LEDs

11 Watts
9-32 Volts
4.3" Wide
4.3" High
2" Deep

$$65659595

SLIM 
1400 LUMENS

#BZ301-5#BZ301-5 
6 LEDs

16 Watts
9-32 Volts
6.3" Wide
2" High
3" Deep

$$62629595

MINI SQUARE
775 LUMENS

#BZ601-5#BZ601-5 
3 LEDs

8.1 Watts
9-32 Volts
2.8" Wide
2.8" High
1.6" Deep

$$53539595$$53539595

SMALL ROUND
1240 LUMENS

#BZ111-5 #BZ111-5  
5 LEDs

14 Watts
12-36 Volts
2.5" Wide
3.8" High
1.8" Deep

120V 1000 LUMENS LED DROP LIGHT
#W2237   LINE 962

DOUBLE-SIDED LI-ION THIN WORK LIGHT, 800 LUMENS
#W2670   LINE 962

CORDLESS 1200+ LUMENS LED DROP LIGHT
#W2240   LINE 962

CHARGING BASE FOR #W2240
#W2240C   LINE 962

$$34349999

All the durability of a traditional drop light with the efficiency of 
LED technology | Produces over 1000 lumens of bright white 
light | Impact resistant handle with non-slip rubber grip and 
base hook | Powder coated metal lamp shield with swivel 
hang hook | 25ft 18GA grounded cord with built-in  
120V outlet (600W MAX)

Double-sided pivoting light bar produces over 800 lumens of 
light | Thin, low profile light bar body for access in confined 
areas with spot light at the tip | Swivel hook and magnetic 
base for hands free use | Built-in rechargeable Li-Ion battery

All the durability of a traditional drop light with the 
efficiency of LED technology | Built-in lithium ion batteries 

provide cordless operation for up to two hours | Produces 
over 1200 lumens of bright white light | Impact resistant 
handle with non-slip rubber grip and magnetic bracket 

Upgrade the charging capabilities for your W2240 LED 
Drop Light | Screw holes on the back for mounting to a 

wall  | Rubber feet on the bottom for added stability

SHOP & WORK LIGHTING

BEST 
SELLER!

$$39399999

$$79799595

$$39399595

$$36369999

$$22229999
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6500 LUMEN LED LIGHTING

BACK

FRONT

$4399

$$31319999

$5699

PROFESSIONAL SERIES METAL SHIELD 
INCANDESCENT UTILITY LIGHT
#SL425A   LINE 866
Galvanized metal lamp shield with rubber
tipped hands-free hook | 25' 16/3 SJT cord with 
polarized plug | Up to 75 watt
incandescent bulb (not included)

6500 LUMENS 120V LED CEILING LIGHT
#W2284   LINE 962#W2284   LINE 962
Produces 6500+ lumens and fits standard E26 
threaded 120V light bulb sockets | Energy efficient 
replacement to high output halogen, halide, sodium, 
or other incandescent lights | Uses the same energy 
as a 60W incandescent light bulb, but produces nearly 
8 times the amount of light | Die cast cooling blades 
dissipate heat to provide optimal output | Instant on, 
no warm up time and dimmable

6500 LUMENS 120V LED TRIPOD WORK LIGHT
#W2286   LINE 962
Complete work light system produces 6500+ lumens | 
Includes 120V E26 threaded ceiling light, 120V adapter with 
12ft cord, and 3-section telescoping tripod stand | Energy 
efficient replacement to high output halogen, halide, sodium 
or other incandescent lights | Uses the same energy as a 
60W incandescent light bulb, but produces nearly 8 times the 
amount of light | Fully adjustable tripod with a height range of 
70-200cm (27.5-78.5") and standard 1/4"-20 threaded receiver 
| Instant on, no warm up time and dimmable with die cast 
cooling blades to dissipate heat and provide optimal output

LIGHTING & FLASHLIGHTS
FLASHLIGHTS INCANDESCENT WORK LIGHT

$799
each

LED PEN LIGHT
#W2356  LINE 962
72 lumens, 4.5 hour runtime | Super bright 
Nichia LED never needs replacing | Anodized 
aluminum housing with pocket clip | Compact 
design fits anywhere | 3-AAA batteries included

1000 LUMENS RECHARGEABLE 
WORK LIGHT
#431    LINE 962
360° adjustable handle with magnet for 
hands-free use | Powered by 1800mAh 
Li-ion polymer rechargeable battery 
(included) | Recharge time: 3 hours | 3 
output settings: 100% 1000 lumens, 
50% 500 lumens, 20% 200 lumens | USB 
micro port (cord included)

FIREPOINT 3-IN-1 UV/LED FLASHLIGHT
#W2468  LINE 962
Super bright patented Nichia LED | Features UV light 
and laser pointer | Anodized tactical aluminum 
housing | UV light great for fluid and glass leak 
detection, currency detection, and more | 43 
lumens, 7.5 hour run time, 41m beam | Includes 
3-AAA batteries

FIREPOINT XTREME DUTY PEN LIGHT
#W2657  LINE 962
Adjustable DuoFocus beam goes from spot 
to flood | Super Bright Cree LED never needs 
replacing | Anodized tactical aluminum housing | 
Water and impact resistant | 349 lumens on high, 
98 lumens on low, 3 hour runtime on high, 5 hour 
runtime on low, 88m beam | Includes 3-AAA 
batteries

$899

$1095

WIRELESS LED LIGHT BULB WITH 
REMOTE SWITCH
#713   LINE 962
Grab and go light bulb; actually a flashlight 
cleverly disguised as a light bulb | 
Stays cool to the touch | Multiple 
mounting options | Battery powered 
bulb uses absolutely no electricity 
| Powered by 3-AAA batteries 
(included)

$2595

$1095
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MISCELLANEOUS KITS SPECIALTY TOOLS 

PULLERS

CABLE PULLER

SEPARATORS 
TIE ROD SEPARATOR
#W1204P   LINE 962
Drop forged steel | Removes tie rod from connecting links

$4699

$13999

$1199

$1099

$479

$4195

$2695

$2795

$3699

$12995

SPECIALTY TOOLS

VACUUM PUMP KIT
#W89727   LINE 962
Bleeds brakes, tests vacuum switches and 
removes fluids | Durable steel construction | 
Includes tubes, various adapters and containers

SLIDE HAMMER
PULLER SET
#W89725  LINE 962
Slide hammer with multiple 
attachments | 2/3 jaw internal 
and external pullers | Rear axle 
puller | Locking plier adapter 
| Puller hook and dent puller | 
Bilingual instructions

BALL JOINT SEPARATOR
#W1206P   LINE 962
For many foreign and domestic autos and light trucks 
| Removes ball joint from connecting links | Opening 
size 15/16" (23.8 mm) | Drop forged steel

MINI TUBING CUTTER
#W700C   LINE 962
1/8" to 5/8" O.D. range | Small size 
allows use in restricted areas

2-9/64" BALL JOINT SOCKET
#W83001   LINE 962
Fits the 2-9/64" ball joints used on 
Chrysler/Dodge/Ram light trucks and vans

1-59/64" BALL JOINT SOCKET
#W83003   LINE 962
Fits the 1-59/64" ball joints used on 
Chrysler/Dodge/Ram light trucks and vans

CORDLESS HEAT GUN
#W2082   LINE 962
Most compact cordless heat gun on the market | 
Lightweight enough to carry in your tool belt | Built-
in 3.6v, 2.0Ah Li-Ion battery has a working time of 
15-20 minutes | 600°F Max Temp

2 SPEED ELECTRIC HOT AIR GUN
#W50076   LINE 962
Powerful heated airflow | Dual temperature control | 
300˚ C and 500˚ C heat settings

FLEXIBLE HOSE CLAMP PLIERS
#W80656   LINE 962
Pliers have locking mechanism to hold clamp in 
the open position, making removal and installation 
of clamp easier | Heavy duty 24" cable flexes to 
almost any position

FLEXIBLE HOSE CLAMP PLIERS
#W80640   LINE 962
Allows you to remove metal self-tightening flat 
type hose clamps | 24" flexible cable allows 
extended reach to access hose clamps 
located in hard-to-reach areas | Spring loaded 
ratchet mechanism has multiple stops for less strain 
and fatigue on the user | Removes 11/16" to 2" self-
tightening hose clamps

XL C-FRAME BALL JOINT TOOL
#W89306   LINE 962
Ideal for removing larger ball joints on press-fit ball 
joints found in pickup trucks and SUVs | Compatible 
with most other brands of sleeve adapters | 8.75" 
throat and 11.5" overall length

DOUBLE FLARE TOOL
#W80670   LINE 962
7 pc. set includes flaring bar, yoke, and 5 double 
flare dies for tubing sizes: 3/16", 1/4", 5/16", 3/8" 
and 1/2" O.D. | Easy to use lever lock flaring bar | 
Floating cone for accurate alignment | Storage case 
keeps parts organized

Reverse threaded drill bits for tapping broken or stripped 
screws | Multi-fluted, machined alloy extractors for screw 
removal | Includes durable metal storage box | Reverse 
drill bits: 5/64", 7/64", 5/32", 1/4" and 19/64" | Screw 
extractors: #1, #2, #3, #4 and #5

SPIRAL EXTRACTORS AND LEFT 
HAND DRILL BIT SET, 10 PC.
#W8697   LINE 962

HARMONIC BALANCER
PULLER SET
#W151P   LINE 962
Easily removes harmonic balancer | Drop 
forged alloy steel | Assorted bolts | Helps 
stop damage to pulley and shaft

$1499

$$15159999

$$59599595FOLDABLE SHOP STAND
#W54024   LINE 962
Designed to hold large parts such as bumpers, hoods, 
doors, fenders, and glass | Heavy duty tubular steel | Thick 
foam padding protects painted parts and glass from being 
scratched | Capacity Rating: 500 pounds

2.5 TON CABLE PULLER
#7067000  LINE 786
All steel construction | Dropped 
forge hooks with spring action 
safety latches | Heavy duty cable 
| Heavy duty ratchet and pawl | 
Double hook | Double gear

$7695

#W1204P
#W1206P

3X the Throat Space
The same overall length as other models

3X

$$19199595

$$14149595

$$12129595
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$499

$1399

$1199

$9499

$10999

$749

$649

$2895

TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

SCISSOR FUEL LINE
DISCONNECT
#W83114   LINE 962
For easy fuel filter replacement | Easily 
separates quick-disconnect style fittings on 
5/16" and 3/8" fuel lines

5 PC. SCREW EXTRACTOR SET
#73415   LINE 240
Spiral style | Includes #1, #2, #3, #4 and #5 
| Removes screw/bolt sizes - 3/32" to 5/8" | 
Hardened tempered alloy steel

29 PC. DRILL POD SETS
#22529   LINE 240
Brite industrial drill bits feature premium grade high 
speed steel for general purpose drilling | Ground 
flats on the shank providing tight chucking, even 
with keyless chucks

#88449   LINE 240
Titanium nitrate coating resists heat  
and adds lubricity to extend drill life

DISC BRAKE PAD SPREADER
#W209   LINE 962
Compresses inner pad and resets piston for easy pad replacement

STRIKING TOOL COMBO
#M7040B   LINE 962
Includes 3 lb. sledge and 3 lb. cross pein hammer 
| Mirror polish heads | Anti-shock cushion grips | 
Heavy duty fiberglass handles | Drop forged high 
carbon steel construction

FEELER GAUGE
#W125C   LINE 962
32 blades | Decimal and metric sizes | 
Range: .0015" to .035"

30 PC. HEX KEY SET
#W80288   LINE 962
Alloy steel construction and a bonus plastic holder for easy storage 
| Set contains: .028" to 3/8" SAE and .7, .9, 1.3, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 
4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8 and 10mm

SPECIALTY TOOLS 
TUBING BENDER
#W704C   LINE 962
Bends tubing up to 5/16" diameter | For copper and brass 
tubing, brake lines & Bundy welding tubes

$414

600W GARAGE / SHOP BLOWER
#W50063   LINE 962

Amazing blowing power in a compact, easy-to-handle size 
| 600 watt motor produces 75+ mph air flow, 75 CFM, 

and 16,000 max RPM | Great electric broom for 
garage floor or sidewalks, for cleaning dust 

and sawdust from power tools, or for a 
touch-less dry on your car | 1 year 

limited warranty

COMPACT POWER:
Lightweight, easy to use

$16543/8" IMPACT DRIVER
#W2500P   LINE 962
Loosens rusty bolts, screws, etc. | Reversible action | Includes 
4 bits: #2 and #3 Phillips and 5/16" and 3/8" regular | Handy 
storage case

$2399

$2195

SERPENTINE BELT TOOL
#W84010   LINE 962

$9953 PC. CIRCUIT TESTER SET
#W2983   LINE 962
Continuity tester | High / low 6/12 volt tester | 
18/24/36 volt tester

22 PC. TERMINAL RELEASE KIT
#W9053   LINE 962
Contains styles and sizes to fit most domestic 
and imported cars, trucks, motorcycles, 
computer wiring harnesses and power supply 
connector plugs | Remove connector pins 
safely without damaging wiring harness or 
terminal block

$559EXTENDED SCRAPER
#W233   LINE 962
Great for removing inspection stickers from windshields | 12" 
length reaches confined areas | Extra blades store in handle

12V HEAVY DUTY
TIRE INFLATOR
#60404   LINE 962
Inflates standard car tire in 3 minutes (P195/65 R15 
to 35 PSI) | Powerful 12V, 150 PSI compressor | Plugs 
into 12V accessory outlet | Bright light for emergencies 
| Accurate, easy to read pressure gauge | Sport ball 
and raft inflator adapters included

$19994 PC. PRY BAR SET
#W2020   LINE 962
Plastic grip for comfort | Includes; 8", 12", 18", 24" 
pry bars | Ground and polished pry bar blade edges

PNEUMATIC TIRE BEAD SEATER
#W10012   LINE 962

5 Gal tire bead seater inflator | Heavy duty ball valve 
on both air inlet and exhaust port | Designed to seat 
tires on the bead of wheel simply, safely, and quickly | 
Can work on tires up to 24.5"

$799

$999

$1399

3/8" DRIVE O2 

SENSOR SOCKET
#W1267   LINE 962
Alloy steel construction | Cutaway slot for sensor wire 
clearance | Removes sensors on computerized engines

9 PC. EXTERNAL STAR SOCKET SET
#W1338   LINE 962

1/2" DRIVE 36MM AXLE NUT SOCKET
#W154   LINE 962
Heat treated alloy steel | For front
end repair on late model vehicles

$6299

$16525

4x
LIFE 

RATING

6x
LIFE 

RATING

$$45454747

SPECIALTY TOOLS 
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TITAN TOOLS

SPOT SPRAY REBUILD KIT  $12.99#19420

NON-AEROSOL SPOT SPRAY
#19419 (RED) or #19424 (BLUE)   LINE 883
Color-coded for easy recognition | 80-150 PSI | 
Refillable | Not for use with paint projects or flammable 
propellants | Eliminates dangerous or harmful propellants 
| Eco friendly | 32 oz max capacity | Easy to identify labels 
for multiple sprayers

11 AMP 7" VARIABLE SPEED POLISHER / SANDER
#22530   LINE 883

171 PC. HEAT SHRINK TUBE ASSORTMENT
#45238   LINE 883

3 PC. LOW PROFILE ADAPTER SET
#30936   LINE 883

7.5 TON HIGH CAPACITY
HYDRAULIC CRIMPER

#11981   LINE 883

Speed control dial | Quick change pad 
connector | Comfort grip with rubberized 
pads | Includes D-handle, straight handle, 
hook and loop disk, polishing bonnet,  
and rubber pad

Includes 8 hardened-steel die sets | Powder-
coated steel construction | Non-slip handle | On/

Off retractor knob  | Powerful hydraulic action 
delivers 70kN (15,736 Lbf) of force for secure 

crimps | Create strong mechanical connections 
with crisp and sharp corners | Ideal for battery and 

welding cables | Uses ISO 22 hydraulic fluid

$$1691699595

Features an exclusive patented 2-piece design for easy 
cleaning and simple filling through bottleneck or threaded 
mid-section | Safety pressure relief valve | KFM sealing ring 
| Includes 55mm jet nozzle and spray nozzle | Eco-friendly 
CFC-free and re-usable | Fill with compressed air via valve 
stem located in bottom | Volume: 227 ml | Maximum operating 
pressure: 116 psi

20%

20% SMALLER
than a regular 

adapter!

REFILLABLE ALUMINUM SPRAY BOTTLE
#19426   LINE 883

$1099

106 PC. DUAL WALL HEAT SHRINK
TUBE ASSORTMENT
#45239   LINE 883
Dual wall | Waterproof polyolefin heat shrink tubes | Operating 
temperature: -49˚F - 257˚F | Shrink temperature: Starts at 
158˚F, ends at 248˚F | 3:1 shrink ratio | Maximum electrical 
rating: 600 volts

UL approved polyolefin heat shrink tubes | 
Operating temperature: -67˚F - 257˚F | Shrink 

temperature: Starts at 158˚F, ends at 230˚F | 2:1 
shrink ratio | Maximum electric rating: 600 volts

Impact grade | Detent ball design | Chrome 
Moly construction | 20% smaller than a 

regular adapter | Set includes: 3/4" to 1/2", 
1/2" to 3/8", 3/8" to 1/4"

$$53539595
eacheach

$$85852121

$$1091099595

BIT SETS 

HEX BIT SOCKET SETS
8 PC. 3/8" DRIVE SAE
HEX BIT SOCKET SET
    
8 PC. 3/8" DRIVE METRIC
HEX BIT SOCKET SET                   

#W38870

#W38890

$1699

$1979

$2099

YOUR CHOICE

100 PC. 
MASTER BIT SET
#W1389   LINE 962
Includes Phillips, Slotted, Star Drive, tamper resistant 
Star and Hex, Pozidrive, Square, Spanner, Torque, 
Tri-wing, Clutch Head, Spline and “y” style bits, etc. | 
Includes bit adapters and magnetic bit holders | Handy 
blow-molded case

12 PC. STAR
BIT SOCKET SET
#W38802   LINE 962
Chrome vanadium steel construction | 1/4" drive - T-10,  
T-15, T-20, T-25, T-27, T-30 | 3/8" drive - T-40, T-45, T-47, T-50, T-55 |  
1/2" drive - T-60

8 PC. TAMPER RESISTANT
STAR BIT SET
#W1386   LINE 962
1/4" hex to 1/4" square drive adapter | Heat treated alloy steel | 
Includes storage boot | Sizes: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30 and T40

1/4" Dr. M4, M5, M6 & M8
3/8" Dr. M10 & M12
1/2" Dr. MT14, MT16 & MT18

$2927
9 PC. TRIPLE
SQUARE BIT SET
#16138   LINE 883
XZN / Triple Square sizes include:

$5495
148 PC. MASTER
SECURITY BIT SET
#16148   LINE 883
Includes Phillips, Slotted, Square Drive, Torx, Pozidrive, 
SAE and Metric Hex, Tamper Resistant Torx and Hex, 
Clutch Drive, Spline Drive Spanner, Tri- and Quad-Wing 
bits | Includes 3-1/2" magnetic and quick release bit 
holder and 1/4" drive socket adapter

$1895

BLACK CARBON POWDER: 
•  Hard plastic, grills, radiators, bumpers, motorcycle fairings, 

lugs, clips and tabs, distributor caps and much more!

GREY ALUMINUM POWDER: 
•  Metal surfaces, aluminum, carburetors, motorcycle 

engines, office equipment, wheel caps and much more!

Contents: (2) bottles Q-Bond Adhesive (3.5 oz/10 ml), (1) bottle 
black reinforcing powder, (1) bottle grey reinforcing powder

Q-BOND REPAIR KIT
#KTI-90002   LINE 566

$1599
21 PC. TITANIUM COATED
DRILL BIT SET
#W9018   LINE 962
Assorted bit sizes: 1/16" to 3/8" | Great for drilling
plastics, wood and metal | Handy storage case

$599

SPECIALTY TOOLS

$$14144141

$$31319999

HAND TOOLS & ACCESSORIES
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TELESCOPING SWIVEL MIRROR
#W1262C   LINE 962
2" round mirror with multi-direction swivel 
for visual access to confined areas | Chrome 
plated corrosion resistant shaft extends from 
11-1/2" to 18" | Vinyl Grip

3-1/2 LB POCKET MAGNETIC
RETRIEVAL TOOL
#W1254   LINE 962
Extends to 25" | Handy pocket clip

$399

$699LIGHTED MAGNETIC PICK UP TOOL
#W9102   LINE 962
Bright LED light helps you find lost tools and 
parts | Easily retrieves small objects from 
confined areas | Extends to over 27-1/2"

RAZOR BLADES 

$695

$349

ALUMINUM BACK
SINGLE EDGE BLADES
#66-0089   LINE 136
Pack of 100 blades | .009" high carbon 
surgical steel blades | Regular duty

3-NOTCH UTILITY BLADES
#66-0072   LINE 136
Pack of 5 blades | Heavy duty | .025"

SINGLE EDGE BLADES
WITH SAFETY DISPENSER
#66-0210   LINE 136
.009" high carbon surgical steel | 10 blade dispenser | Regular duty

$1599FOLDING UTILITY KNIFE
#65-0203   LINE 136
Comes with 6 blades | Fixed blade design for more powerful cutting | Designed 
for quick blade changes | Folding design for convenient storage and safety

ALUMINUM BACK HEAVY DUTY
SINGLE EDGE BLADES
#66-0448   LINE 136
.012" high carbon surgical steel | Pack of 100 blades | 
Individually wrapped

$1395

$799UTILITY KNIFE
#W746   LINE 962
High grade steel blade | Push button auto open 
and easy lock | Extra blade in internal storage 
compartment for easy access | Lifetime warranty

$199

$549

AIR & IMPACT TOOLSRETRIEVAL TOOLS & BLADES

1/4" ANGLE HEAD DIE GRINDER
#M656   LINE 962
Comfortable soft touch finish | 90 degree angle head 
design allows use in confined areas | Includes both 1/4" 
and 1/8" collets for use with the most popular accessory 
shaft sizes | Variable speed safety throttle

6" HEAVY DUTY DUAL ACTION SANDER
#M641   LINE 962
Rotary and orbital motion produces swirl-free finishes | 
Built-in air regulator for precise speed control | Insulated 
grip provides added comfort | Great for body work and 
paint preparation | Works with stick-on adhesive backed 
sand paper

HVLP GRAVITY FEED SPRAY GUN
#M710   LINE 962
All-purpose gun sprays primers, base coats & clear 
coats | 1.5 mm needle & nozzle set with 700cc gravity 
feed cup | Average air consumption: 7-9 CFM at 15-45 
PSI | Fully adjustable spray pattern of 6-8" | Locking 
pressure regulator with pressure gauge | Includes wall 
mount hanger, multi-wrench, cleaning brush, socket and 
fluid filter

5 PC. TORQUE LIMITING EXTENSION SET
#W32903   LINE 962 
Helps apply torque to the correct tolerances and prevents 
over tightening | Color coded for easy identification | Heavy 
duty chrome molybdenum | Includes: 75, 80, 90, 100,  
110 ft. lbs. | Extension length: 7-5/8" |  
Includes storage / 
carrying case $6995

ROLOC™ BRISTLE DISCS
2" BRISTLE DISC - GREEN
50 grit 
#7524

2" BRISTLE DISC - YELLOW
80 grit 
#7525 $999

each

3" BRISTLE DISC - GREEN
50 grit 
#7526 $1699

$1049

each

each

ROLOC™ BACKING PAD
2" twist-to-lock pad for 
bristle discs 
#5539

LINE 642

STUD EXTRACTOR
#W83203   LINE 962
Used to remove seized or broken 
 studs and bolts | Fits all studs 1/4"  
to 1/2" (6 to 12 mm) | Designed to fit into small areas 
where studs may be hard to reach | Use on a low 
setting with your 3/8" impact gun | Remove stripped, 
rusted, broken, or smooth studs | Hex shaft can 
be used with a wrench, ratchet, or impact tool and 
socket

each
$$34349999

$$44449999

$1699

SPECIALTY TOOLSEXTENDING MAGNETS & RETRIEVAL TOOLS

$$59599595

$$64649999
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$$87879999

S.U.R. & R. REPLACEMENT KITS AND SPECIALTY TOOLS

DELUXE
TRANSMISSION LINE
REPLACEMENT KIT
#TR555   LINE 867
Safe and durable | Pressure rated 
up to 250 PSI in temperatures 
up to 350˚ F | Latest, safest 
technology available including 
new flexible nylon line designed 
specifically for transmission | 
Includes the most common 5/16" 
and 3/8" fittings and adapters | 80 
pieces and 15' of line

ULTIMATE BRAKE BLEEDER
REMOVAL TOOL KIT
#BB007   LINE 867
Reduce labor time | Avoid unnecessary and 
difficult drilling, tapping, or heating, decreasing 
the risk of damaging the caliper | Kit includes 
97 pieces

AIR BRAKE REPAIR KIT
#AB25   LINE 867
FMVSS (DOT) and SAE compliant | Individual 
pieces available for reorder | Pre-applied thread 
sealant for easy installation | Composite body: 
Saves weight, UV resistant, vibration resistant, 
excellent chemical resistance

$$1441449595

1/2" & 12 MM FUEL LINE
REPLACEMENT KIT
#KP1212   LINE 867
Ideal for numerous applications, 
including: Dodge, Ford, and GM 
diesel trucks (fits most applications 
2005-present) | Works with EVAP Lines | 
No specialty tools required

DELUXE A/C LINE REPAIR KIT
#AC1387   LINE 867
Repair damaged aluminum lines includ-
ing pinholes, cracks, kinks and more 
| Covers common line sizes including 
3/8", 1/2", 5/8", & 3/4" compression 
unions and line adapters designed 
specifically for A/C repair applications | 
Conforms to SAE J2064 specifications 
for low permeability | Pressure rated up 
to 600 PSI | 47 pieces plus 20' of hose

FUEL LINE REPAIR KITS

TRANSMISSION OIL COOLER
LINE REPAIR KIT

BRAKE LINE REPAIR KITS

A/C LINE REPAIR KIT 

Replace and repair fuel lines with the same 
advanced technology used by new vehicle 
manufacturers | Cost effective – save up to 
70% vs. OEM fuel lines | Easy-to-use – no 
special insertion tools required; reduces labor 
time | Complete coverage – create fuel lines for 
virtually any vehicle | Safe – nylon lines hold up 
to 200 PSI

Replace or repair transmission 
oil cooler lines for most vehicles 
within minutes

Make instant repairs to A/C lines on 
hundreds of vehicles

Everything needed to replace 
brake lines quickly and 
easily is included in these 
convenient, all-in-one kits | 
Best-In-Class UltraBEND® 
tubing | Metric and standard 
fittings included

DELUXE FUEL LINE 
REPLACEMENT KIT
#KP1500   LINE 867
168 pieces plus 75' of tubing | No 
special insertion tools required; 
reduces labor time | Works with 
domestic and foreign vehicles | 
Nylon lines hold up to 200 PSI | 
Safe for use with multiple fuel types 
including gas, ethanol and diesel

FUEL LINE REPLACEMENT KIT
#KP1200   LINE 867
52 pieces plus 15' roll of 5/16" & 15' roll of 3/8" 
nylon fuel line, 5/16" & 3/8" 360° seal clamps, 
tubing cutter, and clamp pliers in a well organized 
carry case

1/4" BRAKE LINE  
REPLACEMENT KIT
#BREZ14   LINE 867
40 pieces includes: 25' roll of 1/4" UltraBEND® tubing, 
inverted flare nuts, bubble flare nuts, and unions 
packaged in a durable, portable carrying case

3/16" BRAKE LINE 
REPLACEMENT KIT
#BREZ316   LINE 867
110 pieces includes: 25' roll of 3/16" 
UltraBEND® tubing, inverted flare 
nuts, bubble flare nuts, and unions 
packaged in a durable, portable 
carrying case

$$3893890000

$$2192190000
$$99999999

$$2892890000 $$5995999191

$$1491499595

Features push-to-connect
composite fittings in
25 popular styles

$$2092099595
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PISTOL GRIP FLARING TOOL
#PFT409   LINE 867

Compact pistol grip design for easy on-the-car use | Perfect 
for flaring in tight spaces | Dual handles for optimal control and 
positioning | Use on or off car (including use within vise) | Heavy 
duty hydraulic ram with over 6,000 PSI crimping pressure | Includes 
10 punches and 4 dies (5/16" & 3/8" dies grooved for extra grip 
when used with steel and coated tubing)

$31999

SAE 
Double

(45° INVERTED)

DIN 
Single

(MUSHROOM)

SAE 
Single

(45° BUBBLE)

Create Virtually Any Flare Instantly

HIGH SPEED SUPER DUTY 
FLARING TOOL
#FT351   LINE 867
Produces OE quality flares in seconds 
| Sizes 3/16", 1/4", 5/16", 3/8" and 
4.75mm | Cam lever operation provides 
speed and efficiency | Use with easy bend 
aluminum steel lines

FILTER REMOVAL CUPS
#FC5 (34 oz) or #FC25 (14 oz)   
LINE 867
Prevents messy, dangerous fluid 
spills | Protects hands from heat 
and mess | Keeps shop floors 
clean

TUBING PLIERS
#TP14316   LINE 867
Makes sharp bends without kinking 
lines | Works with 3/16" and 1/4" sizes

AUTOMATIC / RATCHETING TUBING CUTTER
#TC60   LINE 867
Tighten once and spring loaded cutter does the rest | 
Innovative design, great for: brake, fuel, A/C, transmis-
sion & more |  Easily cuts 3/16" - 5/8" tubing | Ratcheting 
action handle | Removable cutting head | Replacement 
blades available

POSITIVE SEAL HOSE CLAMP KIT
#HC102   LINE 867
Features superior 360˚ sealing for low- to 
high-pressure applications – including fuel, air 
conditioning and coolant lines | Includes 100 
positive seal clamps with permanent no-leak seals 
and a set of durable seal clamp pliers

NYLON FUEL LINE UNION ASSORTMENT
#K555   LINE 867
12-piece assortment | Simple to use push-to-connect 
technology, which allows two sections of nylon fuel 
line to be connected by hand | Quick connector does 
not require a clamp or a wrench | Provides long-lasting 
repairs that save time and money

HANDHELD TUBING STRAIGHTENER
#TS224   LINE 867
Perfect for making professional-grade lines | 
Straightens 3/16" and 1/4" tubing | Can be used 
on aluminum, copper-nickel, and steel lines | Great 
for use on the car or in a vise | Thumb selector for 
easy choice of 3/16" and 1/4" sizes | Molded finger 
grips for secure handling and control

HYDRA-ASSIST FLARING TOOL
#HFT50   LINE 867
Hydraulic assist T-handle ram | Quick-chuck 
for fast punch changeover | S-lock for quick 
assembly | Dual handle placement for ease of 
use | Compact size convenient for working in 
tight spaces

4 PC. CLAMP KIT
#FLS330   LINE 867
Universal design – use to plug lines 3/16" to 1/2" | Prevents 
messy fluid leaks and contamination during service | Perfect 
for line repairs including brake, transmission, A/C, fuel and 
more

$2944

PLASTIC OIL DRAIN PLUG REMOVAL SET
#DPR350   LINE 867
Specially designed for removing plastic engine oil pan 
drain plugs on many late model Audi, BMW, Ford, 
Lincoln, and Volkswagen vehicles | Specially designed 
to slot in and release the drain plug without causing 
damage | Maximum grip on plug surface provides for 
simple, easy removal | Safer to use than pliers and 
screwdrivers | Includes convenient storage case

Two-piece design 
allows for swivel action

Magnetic yoke holds 
dies securely in place

Pins ensure accurate 
alignment of dies

Detent ball provides 
quick punch change

$$1991999999

$$11119595 $$11114949

$$2692690000
FC5 
Filter Removal Cup

S.U.R.&R. AUTO PARTS INC. • 2325 HUSKY WAY • PACIFIC, MO  63069 Rev 0  11/19

SAFE,
CLEAN
FILTER

REMOVAL

Prevents Messy,
Dangerous Fluid Spills 
During Fuel and Oil
Filter Replacement
Pliable Cup Helps Keep Technicians
Safe and Shop Floor Clean

• Provides protection from heat and
	 splashes	associated	with	oil	filter	removal

• Pliable, non-slip material conforms for
 secure grip including within small, oddly
 shaped places

• Keeps hands and arms clean plus helps
	 prevent	injury	caused	by	hot	fluids

• Safely holds oils, fuel (gasoline, diesel,
	 biofuels),	brake	fluid,	antifreeze	and
	 other	hazardous	fluids

• Great for storing loose nuts, bolts,
 screws, drain plugs and other items
 during service

•	Specifications:	6”	x	6”	x	6”	(34	oz,
	 1	liter),	volume	sufficient	to	hold	typical
	 size	filters	commonly	used	on	cars,
 SUVs, light duty trucks and vans

1.800.390.3996 • phone: 330.745.3300 • fax: 330.745.3488 • www.surrauto.com

Protects Hands 
From Heat and 
Mess, Keeps Shop 
Floors Clean

Vehicle Fluid Line Repair Solutions

SPECIALTY

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

$$34349999

$$47479999

#FC5
#FC25

$$46460707

$$64649999

$$39399999

$$39399595
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DIAGNOSTIC TOOL 

C O D E  R E A D E R S  &  P R O F E S S I O N A L  S C A N  T O O L S

TESTING EQUIPMENT

CAN OBD2
DIAGNOSTIC SCAN TOOL
#W2977   LINE 962
Works with MOST 1996 and later including American, 
European and Asian vehicles | Supports all OBD2 
protocols, including the newer CAN (Controller Area 
Network) | Reads and displays DTC (Diagnostic 
Trouble Codes) for identification | Turns off MIL 
(Malfunction Indicator Lamp) | Erases DTC trouble 
codes and resets the OBD2 system | Includes a 
user manual with most current trouble codes

CAN OBD2 DIAGNOSTIC 
TOOL w/ COLOR SCREEN 
#3030RS   LINE 367
Works with any car, light truck, minivan, SUV or hybrid 
manufactured since 1996 (OBD2) – foreign and domestic 
| Connects to the OBD2 port | 2.8" all-in-one color 
display screen shows 20 pieces of vital information, 
including diagnostic trouble code(s) and their definition(s) 
| RED-YELLOW-GREEN LEDs indicate emissions test 
readiness and alert of pending problems

CAN OBD2 w/ ABS & SRS 
DIAGNOSTIC TOOL 
#3100RS   LINE 367
Reveal the cause of "Check Engine" light warnings on 
any 1996 and newer OBD2 car, light truck, SUV and 
even Hybrids | Read and erase ABS & SRS light trouble 
codes on most OBD2 vehicles | Battery & Alternator 
tests check the performance of a vehicle's charging 
system | Oil Reset feature provides step-by-step reset 
procedures for most 1996 and newer OBD2 vehicles 

CAN OBD2 SCAN TOOL
w/ FixAssist® & ABS 
#3130RS   LINE 367
Works with any car, light truck, minivan, SUV or hybrid 
manufactured since 1996 – foreign and domestic | Read 
and erase ABS  trouble codes on most OBD2 Domestic, 
Asian, and European vehicles | Reset Oil Light on popular 
OBD2 vehicles | Reset Battery Maintenance Light & 
Initialization | Stream, record, and graph real-time Live 
Data and review the data at a later time on the screen

$2,29900

made in the

USA
$7262
LEASE FOR AS LOW AS

PER MONTH
FOR 48 MONTHS

COOLANT SYSTEM TESTER
#MT300   LINE 658
The professionals’ choice when it comes to testing vehicle cooling systems and coolant 
caps. Ensures an automotive cooling system is operating at the correct pressure for optimal 
performance. Made from high-quality materials to ensure life-long durability. Designed to not 
only test the system, but also coolant caps. Provides quick diagnoses of cooling system 
issues.

Professional Grade
Manufactured with the highest quality 
materials from an OE supplier | Tests 
cooling systems & coolant caps | Provides 
fast and accurate diagnosis of cooling 
system issues | Includes the most common 
radiator and cap adapters | More adapter 
kits are available

$$82829999 $$1741744949 $$2492499999

$$42429999

$$1271274949

ENTRY

GOOD

BETTER

Check
Engine

Tool!

#1

Anti-Lock 
Braking

AirbagCheck 
Engine

Oil Light 
Reset

Check 
Engine

DTC 
Severity

Freeze 
Frame

Anti-Lock 
Braking

Battery 
Reset

Check 
Engine

Live 
Data

Oil Light 
Reset

FixAssist®

BEST BUDGET OPTION

HBA 5 ELECTRONIC / OPTICAL HEADLAMP
ALIGNMENT SYSTEM
#05010000   LINE 872
68" H x 26" W x 26" D | Weight 85 lbs. | Power 9.6V
rechargeable battery with 110V floor slope
measurement | 8 ft. floor guidance track | Mirror
alignment to vehicle | Field calibration is easy | Light
intensity meter measures lamp output in kilocandelas | 
No adapters, no suction cups, nothing to attach to the 
head lamp | Multi-bay usage | Compact space saving 
design | Battery powered, no cords | Independent 
laboratory tested and certified to meet all state and 
federated guidelines | Rechargeable, replaceable battery 
pack | Does not require a dedicated bay, the system 
is portable | Approved and certified for safety 
inspection in all states!

12V HEAVY DUTY CIRCUIT TESTER
#28400   LINE 576
Probe, handle, cord and clamp reinforced 
for extra durability | 49" cord

$1399
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POCKET-SIZE 
ANTIFREEZE TESTER
#W1655C   LINE 962
Color coded balls for easy readings

DELUXE 
ANTIFREEZE TESTER
#W1656C   LINE 962
Easy to read scale & pointer | Freezing to 
boiling points for anti-freeze, calibrated in 
°C and °F

$3912

INFRARED
THERMOMETER
#W89721   LINE 962
-58˚ - 716˚ F (-50 - 380˚ C) | Accuracy +/- 2% 
| Distance spot ratio 8:1 | Laser pointer for 
accurate use | Home, auto, and industrial use

INFRARED
THERMOMETER
#W89720   LINE 962
Non-contact | 0-960˚ F | Laser pointer for 
accurate use | Backlit screen for use in low light | 
The distance to spot ratio is 8:1

$2695

$3995

COMPRESSION TESTER
#W80579   LINE 962
11" flexible rubber hose | Fits 14 and 18 
mm spark plug threads | Checks cylinder 
compression from 0 to 300 PSI | Equipped with 
air-hold valve and gauge reset button

2.4" LCD INSPECTION CAMERA
#W50045   LINE 962
Submersible 11/32" 9mm diameter 
camera | 4 white LEDs with 6 output 
levels | 40" flexible neck | TV/video ouput 
jack | Includes mirror, hook clip, magnet, 
and video cable | Requires 4 AA batteries 
(included)

TESTING EQUIPMENT

$16699

MASTER FUEL 
INJECTION TEST KIT
#W89726   LINE 962
Quickly and accurately diagnose fuel injection 
problems | Adapters for most foreign and 
domestic fuel systems |
Includes universal in-line adapter for unique 
systems

$16495

$184

$529

COOLING SYSTEM
PRESSURE TEST KIT
#W89733   LINE 962
Detects internal engine leaks caused by blown 
head gaskets and/or cracked block or heads | 
Quickly reveals external cooling system leaks | Kit 
includes high quality hand pump and 12 adapters 
to fit the most popular domestic and import cars 
and light trucks

DIGITAL AUTOMOTIVE MULTIMETER
#W2972   LINE 962
Performs all standard automotive electrical tests on the car or bench 
troubleshooting | Measure and set typical automotive functions with the tach 
and dwell setting | Test electrical components for faulty wiring and voltage 
| Check starting, charging and fuel delivery system voltage, and diode 
function | Extra-large easy-to-read digital LCD | UL listed leads and probes 
| Automatic reverse polarity indication | Overload protection on all ranges | 
Test Leads are 42" or 3.5' long

$$28289595

6" STAINLESS STEEL
DIGITAL CALIPER
#W80152   LINE 962
Measure outside, inside, step and 
depth | Digital caliper has a 0-6" 
range (0-150mm) and zeroes at any 
position within measuring range | 
Battery included | Features thumb 
wheel with lock and SAE to Metric 
conversion

$$998787
4" CARBON FIBER
DIGITAL CALIPER
#W80157   LINE 962
Lightweight and durable carbon 
fiber construction | Measures 
outside and inside dimensions 
| 0" to 4" SAE by 0.01" increments, 
and 0mm to 100mm metric range by 0.1mm 
increments | Large easy to read LCD display | Accurate to 
± 0.01" (0.2mm) | SAE to metric conversion | Zero setting at any 
position within measuring range | Uses (1) LR44 battery (included)

$7936

$13900
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CHARGERS & STARTERS 

CHARGERS, STARTERS, MAINTAINERS, INVERTERS & SAVERS

FULLY AUTOMATIC / MANUAL 10/2 
AMP 12V BATTERY CHARGER
#SC1339   LINE 806
Microprocessor controlled – automatically 
adjusts the amperage rate to charge and 
maintain | Features multi-stage charging and 
auto-voltage detection for added precision, 
safety and battery life | Charges 12V Standard, 
AGM and Deep-cycle batteries | Reverse hook-
up protection

6/2/40/200A 6/12V FULLY AUTOMATIC 
BATTERY CHARGER/ENGINE STARTER
#SC1353   LINE 806
Built for extreme engine starting & battery charging | Auto 
voltage detection | Automatically adjusts the amperage 
rate to maintain an ideal charge

PROSERIES AGM BATTERY PACKSPROSERIES AGM BATTERY PACKS
A popular choice for repair professionals! Built using high-output AGM (absorbed A popular choice for repair professionals! Built using high-output AGM (absorbed 
glass mat) technology. Convenient built-in 3 amp automatic charger. Plugs directly glass mat) technology. Convenient built-in 3 amp automatic charger. Plugs directly 
into a household extension cord with no special adapters. Digital display allows you to into a household extension cord with no special adapters. Digital display allows you to 
view vehicle battery voltage and percentage of charge of the internal  battery pack. All view vehicle battery voltage and percentage of charge of the internal  battery pack. All 
models use a corrosion proof polypropylene vented case with a unique high-impact models use a corrosion proof polypropylene vented case with a unique high-impact 
rubber base making them extremely durable. Includes reverse hook-up alarm, single rubber base making them extremely durable. Includes reverse hook-up alarm, single 
on/off switch and heavy duty clamps with replaceable copper jaws inserts.on/off switch and heavy duty clamps with replaceable copper jaws inserts.

$$2792790000

$$6996990000

250A 6/12V BATTERY  
CHARGER AND ENGINE STARTER
#SC1325   LINE 806
Charges standard, AGM, Gel and deep-cycle batteries 
| 250A Engine Start – powerful enough for SUVs, trucks 
and large engines | 40A Boost mode – quickly brings 
deeply discharged batteries back to life | Microprocessor-
controlled – automatically adjusts amperage rate, to charge 
and maintain | Multi-stage charging – for added precision, 
safety and battery life

250A 12/24V PROSERIES WHEEL BATTERY 
CHARGER AND ENGINE STARTER
#DSR123   LINE 806
125/275A engine start and 20A/60A quick boost modes | 4A 
charges and maintains small batteries | Digital display with LED 
indicators and touch pad controls for easy use | Fully automatic 
microprocessor control prevents overcharging | Compatible with 
standard, deep cycle, AGM and gel cell batteries

600 PEAK AMP LITHIUM ION JUMP 
STARTER / POWER PACK
#SL1314   LINE 806
For emergency jump start and charging portable 
electronics | Quickly jump start vehicles | Great 
for power sports, motorcycles and 4-6 cylinder 
cars | Lithium Iron Polymer battery | Provides 
longer life and more charge cycles | Safe smart 
cable/clamps | Spark-free protection against 
overcurrent, short-circuit, overload, 
overvoltage and overcharge | Compact 
design with soft-touch finish | 2.1A + 
1A USB ports | 2X faster charging for all 
USB devices, including smartphones, mp3 players and 
tablets | Built-in 3-mode LED light | DOE compliant 
| Contents: (1) SL1314 jump starter/power pack (1) 
SA858 Smart cable with clamps (1) USB to Micro USB 
charging cable (1) Travel bag (1) manual

1500 Peak Amps / 400 Cranking Amps |  
ES Series battery designed specifically for vehicle jump 
starting | Automatic recharging | LED battery status 
indicator | 43" #4 AWG cables | Industrial-grade Hot Jaw™ 
clamps | DC outlet to power 12 Volt accessories

1500 PEAK AMPS 12V JUMP STARTER
#ES5000   LINE 850

$$1891890000

900 Peak Amps / 400 Cranking Amps | 300 PSI Air 
Compressor / Inflator | 24" inflator hose | Two 12V power 
adapter outlets | Automatic shut-off | On/Off safety switch 
for jumper cables | Equipped with 12 Volt, 12AH sealed 
lead acid battery | USB charging port

900 PEAK AMP PORTABLE JUMP STARTER
#W1665   LINE 962

$$1291299595

MODEL #DSR114 #DSR115 #DSR116 #DSR119MODEL #DSR114 #DSR115 #DSR116 #DSR119
Peak AmpsPeak Amps 2200 4400 2250 1800 2200 4400 2250 1800
Output VoltageOutput Voltage 12V 12V & 24V 12V 12V 12V 12V & 24V 12V 12V
Cranking AmpsCranking Amps 525 750 (12V)/475 (24V) 525 280 525 750 (12V)/475 (24V) 525 280
Cold CrankingCold Cranking 350 525 (12V)/350 (24V) 350 225 350 525 (12V)/350 (24V) 350 225
Cable LengthCable Length 60" 60" 60" 28" 60" 60" 60" 28"
Cable GaugeCable Gauge 4 AWG 2 AWG 4 AWG 4 AWG 4 AWG 2 AWG 4 AWG 4 AWG

Sale Price $299.00 $649.00 $379.00 $184.00Sale Price $299.00 $649.00 $379.00 $184.00

$$1191199595

$$79799595

$$2192199595
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CHARGERS, STARTERS, MAINTAINERS, INVERTERS & SAVERS

MAINTAINERS / CHARGERS 
$$46469999

POWER INVERTERS 

$7499

$11995

$$99999999

 ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES

24W SOLAR BATTERY MAINTAINER
#SP-200   LINE 806
Trickle charges 12 volt battery | 2.4 watts max | Works under 
cloudy conditions | Environmentally safe and no power needed 
| (4) Mounting screws included

1.5A 6/12V FULLY AUTOMATIC
BATTERY MAINTAINER
#SC1300   LINE 806
Charges 6V and 12V batteries | Auto voltage 
detection for 6 or 12 volts | Features multi-stage 
charging and auto-voltage detection for added 
precision, safety and battery life | Reverse hook-
up protection ensures charger will not operate if 
clamps are reversed | LED indicators and button 
controls on dash for ease and accuracy

$5968

410 WATT/820 PEAK POWER
CONVERTER
For Mobile Entertainment
& Electronics
#XI41B   LINE 806
Converts vehicle power to 120V AC household power | Compatible with all smart phones, 
tablets and USB devices | 2A USB port – 2X faster | Surge protection – Protects against 
damaging current fluctuations | Built-in, high-speed cooling fan | Easy to use – plugs into 
vehicle’s accessory outlet or connects directly to battery with clamps

750 WATT 
POWER INVERTER
#PI-750   LINE 806
800 watt peak surge power | Built-in, high-speed 
cooling fan, helps keep the unit cool | On / off 
switch and LED indicator | Heavy duty clamps 
connect directly to vehicle battery

12V 10A PROSERIES RAPID CHARGER
#DSR117   LINE 806#DSR117   LINE 806

10A fully automatic charger with service mode | 
Microprocessor-controlled | Multi-stage charging | 
Start/Stop interface | Reverse hook-up protection | 
Charging status LED indicators | Hook attachment

$$105105898915A 6V/12V FULLY AUTOMATIC
BATTERY CHARGER
#SC1359   LINE 806
15A Rapid Charge | 3A maintain for automotive 
and marine batteries | Microprocessor controlled | 
Automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge 
and maintain | Multi-stage charging for added 
precision, safety and battery life | Auto voltage 
detection | 6 or 12 volt

3A 6/12V MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED 
CHARGER / MAINTAINER
#SP1356   LINE 806
Use with 6 and 12 volt batteries | Scrolling display 
messaging displays step by step instructions to 
properly charge your battery

BOOSTER CABLES 
4-GAUGE PROFESSIONAL
E-Z REACH™ BOOSTER CABLES
LINE 351
Made with 100% copper conductor wire and features 
the heavy duty E-Z Reach™ clamps

LINE 827

$$69699999

HORNS 
#56000

#72012

#72002

#72112

made in the

USA

10-GAUGE STANDARD
BOOSTER CABLES
#00153   LINE 351
12' length | Cables are made of 10-gauge 
100% copper conductors | Tough vinyl 
insulation, with tangle-free dual cable 
construction and color-coded clamps

#73040

12V HEATER/DEFROSTER/LIGHT
#W5009   LINE 962

Use this compact 12 volt heater to quickly defrost / 
warm windshields and surfaces | 360° swivel base 
for dash mounting | Swing-out handle lets you use 

the heater as a spot defroster | Separate switches for 
heater, fan, and LED flashlight | Three position heat switch 

| 15 amp in-line blade fuse

$2199

$$23239999

TAPE 
#85120  LINE 735
LIQUID ELECTRICAL TAPE _________$8.49 

#W502  LINE 962
ELECTRICAL TAPE ________________$0.99 

#2030  LINE 233
CLOTH DUCT TAPE _______________$12.99 
2" x 30 yards

#6520  LINE 233
TEFLON TAPE _____________________$1.34 
1/2" x 520"

#56000
BACK-UP ALARM, 12-24 VOLT ______________________ $24.95 
#72002
AM-80 TRUMPET SERIES; HIGH NOTE _______________ $11.99 
#72012
AM-80 TRUMPET SERIES; LOW NOTE _______________ $10.99
#72102
FREEWAY BLASTER; EXTRA LOUD; HIGH NOTE ______ $13.99
#72112
FREEWAY BLASTER; EXTRA LOUD; LOW NOTE ______ $13.95
#73040 - LC 440
MEDIUM/LOW NOISE SURROUND BACK UP ALARM _ $39.99

1.5A 6/12V FULLY AUTOMATIC
BATTERY MAINTAINER
#SC1355   LINE 806
Automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and 
maintain | Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety 
and battery life | Float mode monitoring | Automatically 
maintains optimum battery charge | Auto voltage 
detection | Quick-connect harness | Charging status LED 
indicator | Reverse hook-up protection | DOE compliant

$4699

12' LENGTH       $69.95
16' LENGTH       $84.99
20' LENGTH       $99.95

#00164
#00170
#00159
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LISLE SPECIALTY TOOLS & KITS

DEEP HOLE ALUMINUM HEAD M14X1.25 
SPARK PLUG HOLE REPAIR KIT
#65200   LINE 576
Replaces stripped spark plug threads in aluminum heads 
with 14mm spark plugs | Installs a new solid steel spark 
plug thread insert in original thread location | Includes 
four insert sizes: 5/16", 7/16", 11/16" and 1" (new size)

$2499

$2995

HANDY PACKER
BEARING PACKER
#34550   LINE 576
Quickly flushes out old grease and repacks 
bearings with less mess | Works on bearings up 
to 3-1/2" O.D. | The grease stays in the tool cavity, 
not on your hands

STONE-TYPE GLAZE BREAKER
#23500   LINE 576
Operated with any electric drill | Furnished with 3" 
long 220 grit stones | Full 2" to 7" range
#23520 REPLACEMENT STONES 220 __ $6.49

INLINE SPARK TESTER WITH COIL-ON-PLUG WIRE
#20580   LINE 576
Gives a visual check of spark energy for coil-on-
plug or standard ignition systems | Connect the tool 
between the spark plug and the plug wire | The short wire is 
double ended to offer a straight boot and a 90-degree boot on 
one tool | With the engine 
running, the tool flashes a 
mirror image of the ignition 
spark |  The additional 7" 
extension plug wire is used 
on coil-on-plugs that are 
recessed and hard-to-reach

$$69699999NO SLIP PULLEY PULLER / INSTALLER
#39000   LINE 576
Removes and installs pressed on power steering, alternator 
and air pump pulleys without slipping | The unique puller 
body completely houses the pulley hub to prevent slipping 
on even the tightest pulleys | Fits most domestic models 
including GM 3.1 and Quad 4 engines | Works on traditional 
V shaped pulleys and serpentine belt system pulleys | Also 
works faster than other conventional pulley pullers

HEAVY DUTY INTERNAL / EXTERNAL 
SNAP RING PLIERS
#49200   LINE 576
Conical tip ends prevent snap ring from slipping off
tips | Includes ten tip sets in handy plastic pouch

$3995

$2395

$21995

$3999

$1199

$7995

$999

COMBUSTION LEAK DETECTOR
#75500   LINE 576
Checks for combustion leaks caused by bad head 
gaskets, cracked blocks and cracked or warped heads 
| Fluid changes from blue to yellow when exposed 
to combustion gases from radiator | Connect 
hose to any vehicle vacuum line or on tools 
made after June 2002
#75630 REPLACEMENT FLUID ____ $7.49

STRETCH BELT REMOVER/INSTALLER
#59370   LINE 576
Removal and installation of most 
stretch belt applications | Do not 
attempt to install by prying the belt 
onto the pulleys | Can be used on 
the front or back side of the pulley | Unique magnetic 
faces hold the tool in place on the pulley and helps 
prevent damage to belt or pulley during removal or 
installation

10PC PNEUMATIC FAN CLUTCH 
WRENCH SET
#43350   LINE 576
Does the job much faster than 
conventional fan clutch wrenches 
| Includes nine driving wrenches that fit Ford, GM, VW, 
BMW, Chrysler, and newer International vehicles

CASTER CAMBER KIT FOR GM, 
21MM & 24 MM
#41630   LINE 576
The 14-1/2" 21mm/24mm wrench 
can be used to move hard-to-
reach and often rusty OEM cams 
on 1999 and newer GM 1/2 and 3/4 ton vehicles with 
coil spring front suspensions | Includes a cam adjusting 
holding tool to adjust the upper control arm cams found 
on Chevrolet® and GMC® vehicles | The holding tool 
surrounds the entire perimeter of each cam to provide 
a no-slip work area when moving the hard-to reach and 
often rusty OEM cams

RELAY PRO 12-24V RELAY TESTER
#60150   LINE 576
A straightforward relay tester that will easily and quickly test most 12V and 24V DC 
automotive relays | Test relays by simply clipping the test leads onto the relay terminal pins 
using a 12V or 24V DC power source | Tests a wide range of 4 and 5 pin relays | Including 
shielded, non-shielded relays with different pin sizes 
and 4 pin normally closed relays that other testers 
may incorrectly show fail | 45" power leads 
with heavy duty gator clips provide 
a secure connection to the power 
source

MANIFOLD DRILL TEMPLATE KIT
#68500   LINE 576
Designed to remove broken 
exhaust manifold studs on 4.6L, 
5.4L, and 6.8L V10 2-valve and 
3-valve Ford Triton engines without 
damaging the cylinder head | Interchangeable plates and 
alignment pins help center drill on the broken stud

DISC BRAKE PISTON TOOL
#28600   LINE 576
Rotates piston back into the caliper 
when replacing pads | Used on vehicles 
with four wheel disc brakes | Fits most 
domestic and some import applications | 
Use with 3/8" drive ratchet and extension

A/C FUEL LINE DISCONNECT SET
#37000   LINE 576
Set of six tools which disconnect the spring lock 
couplings on Ford and Chrysler air conditioning lines 
| Also works on fuel line quick connect couplings found on GM, 
Ford, and Chrysler | The 5/16" size fits on push lock connectors 
found on Ford radiators and transmission lines | Set includes six 
sizes: 5/16", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4" and 7/8"
#39400 ANGLED DISCONNECT SET___$15.99

U-JOINT PULLERS   LINE 576
Quickly and easily removes sealed U-joint caps without 
damage to driveshafts, yokes, or bearing caps
#42890 SMALL, 1" – 1.25" ______ $63.99
Works on cars, light-duty trucks, and ag equipment with 
1" to 1.25" bearing caps
#42900 MEDIUM, 1.25" – 1.7" ___ $85.99
Works on cars, medium-duty trucks, ag equipment, and 
light industrial vehicles with 1.25" to 1.7" bearing caps

$10999

#71400 GM 4.8L, 5.3L, 6.0L _____ $142.81
#71500 DODGE 5.7L HEMI ______ $159.59

$3395

$$28289595

$$1091099999
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CANISTER TYPE OIL FILTER WRENCH
#W54076   LINE 962

Filter canister wrench for Toyota, Lexus, and Scion | Heavy 
gauge steel construction | Six cut-outs to engage the tabs 
on the filter canisters | Use a 1/2" drive ratchet or 21mm 
hex wrench

OIL FILTER PLIERS
#W54312   LINE 962

Self-adjusting spring tension automatically adjusts to the 
proper size | Wide jaw design offers a wide range capacity 
from 2-5" (51-127mm) | Heavy-duty riveted layered steel 
construction with comfortable molded grips | Thin profile 
allows access into confined spaces

“BIG RANGE” FILTER WRENCH
#63500   LINE 576
Adjusts quickly to fit any spin-on oil filter 
up to 6" diameter | Use with 1/2" drive to 
3/4" wrench | Strong nylon belt

$$12129999

$$16169999

$$12129595

$$10109898

FILTER WRENCHES 

SPECIALTY TOOLS & LINCOLN
made in the

USA
USED OIL RECEIVER
#3601   LINE 579
Designed to provide an affordable option to 
draining, transferring and evacuating used oil 
quickly and safely | All-steel design | Reinforced 
caster supports for durability and dependability 
| 18-Gal tank includes preset air regulator 
that allows the use of standard shop air up to 
150 PSI | 14" telescoping bowl with a height 
adjustment range of 45" - 72" | Reinforced 
dispensing hose doubles as sight gauge to 
prevent overfilling | Includes safety valve

•  CAPACITY: 18 Gal (68 L)
•  FLUID TYPES:  Motor oils, transmission 

fluids, power steering fluids
•  WEIGHT: 66 lbs. (30 kg)

SPECIFICATIONS

SPILL- FREE FUNNEL
#24680   LINE 576
The E adapter is used on the surge tanks on many Ford 
applications | 45˚ elbow allows use on radiator caps that 
are placed at an angle | Extension allows access to caps 
located under shrouds or in fender wells

$3495

$19996 QT OIL DISPENSER
#19732   LINE 576
Marked in both quarts and liters | Flexible 8" pouring spout 
enables easy transfer of liquid | White spout

$17999

$$3493499999

8G OIL LIFT DRAIN
#11102   LINE 576
Reinforced base will not warp with hot oil | Has a wide working 
range from 35" to 70" | Its lower center of gravity increases 
stability and (4) 2-1/2" ball bearing wheels swivel and roll easily

SWIVEL GRIP OIL FILTER WRENCHES
Handle swivels to clear obstructions | All models feature the swivel handle, 
gripper “teeth” and 1" wide stainless steel band | The swivel handle makes 
it easy to turn the filters in hard to reach locations | Vinyl covered handle

$1188NO SPLATTER PAD
#38750   LINE 576
15" Round | Use in oil lift drain to eliminate oil splatter

LINE 576

#61460   21 PC HD END CAP WRENCH SET
A collection of 21 end cap filter wrenches for use on the 
most popular domestic and import vehicles, including 
four new sizes | Hardened steel plates are wire and spot 
welded for strength

TRANSMISSION DRAIN FUNNEL
#17892   LINE 576

MAGNETIC FUNNEL HOLDER
#50240   LINE 576

Heavy-duty plastic lift drain funnels 
extend the catch area of any lift drain | The funnel 
catches any loose parts | Flexible, if run over it will 
return to its original shape | Dimensions, 22" x 23"

Translucent funnel holder accommodates 
various style and size funnels and stores the 
funnel without a mess | Two strong neodymium 
magnets hold the funnel on ferrous metal surfaces 
without slipping | Holder collects residual fluids

FUNNELS & DRAINS

$$21219999

$$24249595

PART # DESCRIPTION RANGE PRICE

53200 John Deere 4.75"-5.1875" (120.7-131.8 mm) $14.95
53250 Large Swivel Grip 4.125"-4.5" (104.7-114.3mm) $11.37
53500 Standard Swivel Grip 3.5"-3.875" (88.9-98.4mm) $10.99
53700 Small Swivel Grip 2.875"-3.25" (73-82.5 mm) $10.99
54400

Swivel Grip Oil/Fuel 
Filter Wrench

2.375"-2.625" (60.3-66.7 mm) $10.99

#61560 CAP FILTER WRENCH ____$8.49
74/76mm diameter 15 flutes

#61600 CAP FILTER WRENCH ____$8.49
65mm diameter 14 flutes

#38780 22" NO SPLATTER PAD ___$24.99

IMPORT CAR FILTER WRENCH
#63600   LINE 576
Removes oil filters from 2-1/2" to 3-1/8" 
in diameter |  Works in tight spots from 
the front of the filter using 3/8" drive

$$1291290000

#19702 8 QT OIL DISPENSER WITH CAP & LID ___ $$28.9928.99

PRICE DROP!
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SPECIAL PROMOTIONS

See your Federated Auto Parts representative for more information. 

Federated Roadside Assistance benefits now 
reimburse up to $12500 per occurrence and 

coverage has been extended to 365 days!
See your Federated Auto Parts representative for more information.

EXCITING EXCITING 
CHANGES!CHANGES!

The Federated Roadside Assistance 
Program Just Got Even Better!

Ask Your Local Federated Auto Parts Representative 
About the Benefits of the Federated Car Care Program.

Plus, discounted access to national programs like Identifix®, Cintas®, AutoNet TV®, BusinessVoice®, 
Epicor Service CRM®, Diagnostics Hotline®, Staples® Business Advantage and more!

• Free Nationwide Roadside Assistance Program
• ASE Certification Reimbursement
• The Group Training Academy

• Nationwide Repair Warranty Program
• Federated Road Hazard Insurance
• AutoPass Consumer Credit Card

BE A PART OF THE
WINNING TEAM!
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AIR GUN & WAND
#19992 (24")   LINE 883

#19994 (48")   LINE 883

$1295

$1756

AIR TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

AIR TANK, HOSES & COUPLERS 

LINCOLN RETRACTABLE AIR HOSE ASSEMBLIES
#83753 (3/8")   #83754 (1/2")   LINE 579

$$2592599595

3/8" x 50'  HYBRID AIR HOSE
#M617   LINE 962
Extremely flexible blend of rubber and PVC |  Bend 
restrictors at each end for long life | 1/4" NPT brass 
fittings | Max working pressure: 300 PSI | Burst 
pressure: 600 PSI

$3499

11G PORTABLE AIR TANK
#W10011   LINE 962

1/4" x 25' RECOIL AIR HOSE
#425ERET   LINE 912

$10995

$1195

#12-225
#13-301

DURABLE
• Heavy gauge, all steel 

construction
• Heavy duty rubber air 

hoses

EASE OF INSTALLATION
• Slotted mounting base for 

  easy attachment to
   ceiling, walls, work 

benches
• Five position adjustable 

outlet roller arm

INCLUDES
• Bare hose reel
• 50’ delivery hose
• Ball stop 

RELIABLE
•    Spring-powered 

automatic recoil
• Angled hose guide for  

smooth, parallel hose 
pull-out and retraction

• Eight position ratchet 
gearing locks the reel at 
the desired hose lengthSPECIFICATIONS

•  ASSEMBLY  
DESCRIPTION    

•  INLET/OUTLET  
CONNECTION     

• MAXIMUM PRESSURE    
• MAXIMUM AIR FLOW

50' of 3/8" air hose

1/4" NPT

300 PSI
25 CFM

50' of 1/2" air hose

1/2" NPT

300 PSI
35 CFM

MODEL 83753        MODEL 83754

made in the

USA

COUPLERS & TIRE REPAIR $6295

$3699

#15-206

#15-184

#13-201

#17-850

#12-085 LINE 231 UNIVERSAL CEMENT – 4 OZ CAN ________________$7.49
#12-086 LINE 231 UNIVERSAL CEMENT – 8 OZ CAN ______________ $10.95
#12-090 LINE 231 BEAD SEALER - QT CAN WITH BRUSH IN CAP __ $27.99
#12-225 LINE 912 “IM” STYLE 1/4" MALE NPT ______________________$1.79
#12-325 LINE 912 PLUG; 1/4" MALE NPT ___________________________$1.49
#13-201 LINE 912 COUPLER/PLUG SET; 1/4" FEMALE NPT AND _____$7.49
  1/4" MALE NPT
#13-235 LINE 912 “IM” STYLE 1/4" FEMALE COUPLER ______________$5.99
#13-301 LINE 912 “A” STYLE COUPLER SET ________________________$8.78
#13-335 LINE 912 COUPLER; 1/4" FEMALE NPT ____________________$6.99
#15-162 LINE 231 HEAVY DUTY RADIAL REPAIR KIT ________________$6.99
#15-184 LINE 231 4" RADIAL INSERTS – BOX OF 20 _________________$3.99
#15-206 LINE 231 7" REPAIR STRING ______________________________$8.99
#17-235 LINE 231 TIRE MARKING CRAYON _________________________$1.69
#17-850 LINE 912 DELUXE INFLATOR GAUGE ____________________ $36.99
#30-413-2 LINE 231 SNAP-IN VALVE FOR .453 RIMS; 1-1/4" ____________$2.98
#40-395 LINE 231 TIRE TREAD GAUGE _____________________________$2.79

ZILLA REEL™

3/8" x 50' RETRACTABLE
AUTOMATIC AIR HOSE & REEL
#L8611FZ   LINE 716
Latching zone locks quickly and easily | Multi-position release 
ratchet allows appropriate amount of hose to be extended for 
each job site | Includes 3/8" x 50' Flexzilla Premium hose and 
1/4" MNTP x 5' lead-in hose 

24"

48"

$$2692690000

PORTABLE AIR TANK GAUGE
#W10055   LINE 962

3/8" AIR HOSE, 25'
#538-25   LINE 880

3/8" AIR HOSE, 50'
#538-50   LINE 880

$649

3/8" x 50'  HYBRID
AUTOMATIC HOSE & REEL
#M613   LINE 962
Retractable reel with fully enclosed case | 
Automatic roller guide ensures smooth and 
even recoil | Bend restrictors at each end for 
long life | 1/4" NPT brass fittings | Max working 
pressure: 300 PSI | Burst pressure: 600 PSI

ULTRA AIR™ HYBRID
LEAD-IN HOSES
Rubber/PVC hose has 1/4" NPT fittings | Hose 
is lighter weight and more flexible because of 
its hybrid construction | Hose protects couple 
from vibration and impact and reduces twisting 
and kinking | 300 PSI max

48" x 3/8"
#57L-48B-RET  LINE 912

30" x 3/8"
#57L-30B-RET   LINE 912

$1699

$1699

$$2992990000
#83753

#83754

3/8" x 50' PRO AIR HOSE
#HFZP3850YW2   LINE 716
Field repairable | Extreme all-weather flexibility | 
Lays flat, no memory | Superior  
bend radius | Kink resistant under pressure | Max.  
working pressure at 70° F: 300 PSI | Includes  
spiral bend restrictors for increased flexibility

$$515195 95 

EXTREMELY FLEXIBLE HYBRID HOSES

Nylon Recoil Hose retains its self-coiling properties 
and stores itself when finished | Can be used with all 
air-powered equipment | Swivel end fittings reduce 
hose twist | Temperature range: +32° F to +120° F | 
One year warranty

$$1081089999
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GREASE GUNS & ACCESSORIES 

$$17174949

$1999

$$15159999

$$17179999
$1249

$7295

FUEL CANS, FUNNELS & GREASE GUNS

LEVER ACTION DISPENSER 
FOR 5 GALLON / 35 LB. PAIL
#55-440   LINE 738
For transfer of transmission, differential, and 
heavier fluids | Self-priming | Delivers 3 oz. per 
stroke | Complete with 4' oil-resistant hose and 
drum pail cover | Fits open head pails/drums

LEVER ACTION
GREASE GUN
#30-200   LINE 738
2-way loading: 14 oz cartridge or 
suction load | Includes 5-3/8" angled 
pipe and coupler | Develops up to 
6,000 PSI | Delivers 1 oz. / 40 strokes

MINI GREASE GUN KIT
#30-132   LINE 738
Includes LubriMatic® Multi-
Purpose Lithium Grease

6 OZ PISTOL OILER
#50-515   LINE 738
6 oz. capacity with base holder 
and 6" rigid spout

HEAVY DUTY LEVER
TYPE GREASE GUN
#1142   LINE 579
Designed for rough treatment with cast iron pump head, 
precision fit plunger and extra heavy follower spring

$3795

MULTI-USE TRANSFER PUMP
#W1145   LINE 962
Quickly and easily transfer any fluid 
| Can be used as an air pump  
(Inflation needle not included)

$1126
SUPER FUNNEL; 17.75" x 5" x 5"
HAND-E GRIP FLEX FUNNEL
LARGE FUNNEL; 8.75" x 7.5" x 7"
TRANSMISSION FUNNEL; 6.5" x 5.5" x 18.5"

#05034
#05060
#05064
#06064

$1.99
$3.29
$1.41
$2.29

LINE 200

1 GALLON AUTO SHUT OFF GAS CAN
2 GALLON AUTO SHUT OFF GAS CAN
5 GALLON AUTO SHUT OFF GAS CAN
5 GALLON AUTO SHUT OFF KEROSENE CAN
5 GALLON AUTO SHUT OFF DIESEL CAN

#1210
#2310
#5610
#7610
#8610

$15.99
$19.99
$27.99
$27.99
$27.99

LINE 881

DRIP & DRAIN PANS 

FUNNELS 

FUEL CANS 

#05060
#06064

#0
50

34

LARGE DRIP PAN
#AT20   LINE 233
47" x 25" – 1/2" lip

$3999 made in the

USA

15 QT OIL RECOVERY DRAIN PAN
#11838   LINE 200
Large capacity holds multiple oil changes 
| Handle and spout for easy carrying and 
pouring control | Built-in groove to drain 
filter

20 QT LESS MESS DRAIN PAN™
#42010   LINE 200
Reduced splash | Wider catch radius for 
large oil changes and radiator flushes | 
Nestable design delivers more profit from 
less shelf space

16 QT DRAIN CONTAINER
#42003   LINE 200
Stores upright or flat without leaking | 
Integrated handle and grip for easy carrying 
and handling | Extended design captures the 
full stream of oil eliminating messes

#2310
#7610#5610

#1210

#8610

#05064

$$13139999
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LINCOLN 20V LITHIUM ION POWERLUBER
KIT WITH 2 BATTERIES

#1884   LINE 579

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY
PISTOL GRIP GREASE GUN
#1134   LINE 579
Develops up to 7500 PSI | Jam-proof handle 
return mechanism | Includes both heavy-duty 18" 
flexible hose with coupler and rigid 4" tube | Filler 
nipple / bleeder valve combination 

POWERLUBER 20V LITHIUM-ION 
GREASE GUN KIT
#1882   LINE 579
Driven by a redesigned, high-torque gearset 
| Two-speed motor delivers grease at up to 
10,000 psi (690 bar) in both high- and 
low-output settings | Multifunction liquid 
crystal display (LCD) accurately provides 
standard readings such as battery level 
and grease flow (ounces or grams)
FEATURES: Stable 3-point stance keeps 
the tool upright and within reach | 
Electronically controlled two-speed motor | 
Balanced, lightweight design | LCD identifies: 
Empty cartridge / Loss of prime / Grease output 
/ Blocked fitting | Built-in LED illuminates dimly lit 
areas | Flow meter prevents over lubrication and 
wasted grease

$6599

The most advanced grease gun in its class!

• Two-speed design – 3 oz/min. (low), 6 
oz/min. (high) 

• Comfortable over-molded grip 

• Easy to use – Balanced 
and lightweight 

• Lithium technology 

• Three times more 
charge cycles 
than NiCad battery

2 BATTERIES & 
CARRYING CASE INCLUDED!

$49595

$44495

AIR OPERATED GREASE GUN
#1162   LINE 579
Fully automatic, pneumatic grease gun 
with variable-speed trigger | Outstanding 
performance, durability and grease flow | 
Patented anti-cavitation pump | 6000 PSI 
greasing capability | Air operating range 
40-150 PSI | Accessible check valve for easy 
clean out | Includes advanced vent valve with 
filler nipple | 30" high-pressure hose | Low 
operational noise

$799

$337

GREASE GUNS & DRUM PUMP 

GREASE GUNS 

18" HEAVY DUTY FLEXIBLE 
GREASE GUN HOSE
#10-219   LINE 738
For use on hand-operated grease guns only | 
Steel 1/8" NPT male fittings on each end

12" HEAVY DUTY FLEXIBLE 
GREASE GUN HOSE
#10-212   LINE 738
For use on hand-operated grease guns only | 
Steel 1/8" NPT male fittings on each end

STANDARD COUPLER
#05-031   LINE 738
Standard jaw-type coupler features a spring-
loaded ball check valve | Fits 1/8" NPT threads | 
For hand-operated equipment only

$995

PISTOL GRIP GREASE GUN
#W54204   LINE 962
Develops up to 3,000 PSI working pressure | 
Heavy duty 12" flexible nylon hose | Air bleeder 
valve | Accepts standard 14 oz cartridge or 
bulk loading

LEVER ACTION GREASE GUN
#W54202   LINE 962
Chrome plated finish for long service life | Short 
stroke for easy use in tight spaces | Accepts 
standard 14 oz cartridge or bulk loading | 
Vented zinc die cast head cap

$326GREASE GUN INJECTOR NEEDLE
#05-037   LINE 738
Lubricates in very tight places such as universal joints 
and sealed bearings | Tempered steel 18 gauge x 
1-1/2" long needle | For hand-operated equipment only

$1995

$1599

QUICK RELEASE GREASE COUPLER
#W54238   LINE 962
Reinforced jaws and quality sealing gasket ensure long 
lasting and stable performance, prevent leakage even at 
12,000 PSI extreme pressure | Heavier and stronger than 
most other grease couplers on the market | A smooth 
retraction mechanism allows one-hand operation

70 PC GREASE FITTING ASSORTMENT
#W5215   LINE 962
Contains 9 various popular sizes of 
grease fittings |  Convenient  
re-sealable plastic case

HOSES, COUPLER & FITTINGS

GREASE GUNS & FITTINGS

$1999

$1949

$$1291299595

$4795

PROFESSIONAL BARREL PUMP
#W54267   LINE 962
Lever style barrel pump with non drip 
spout | Equipped with brass rings and 
a floating piston design | Self adjusting 
telescopic suction tube | Designed to pump 
all lubrication based fluids, antifreeze, 
agricultural and industrial non corrosive 
fluids | Dispenses approximately 12 oz per 
1 stroke | Multi directional handle
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5 LB. BOX 1/8"                  $14.49
 

5 LB. BOX 1/8"                  $13.99
 

TYPE 6011
#1440-0106

 
TYPE 6013

#1440-0135

WELDING ELECTRODES & 
BRAZING RODS 

BRAZING RODS
#1440-0400 JOB PACK OF 4 - 14" LONG RODS,                 $11.34

NO FLUX NEEDED 

WELDING WIRE & SOLDER 

PREMIUM AWS CLASS E71T-G
2 LBS. .030                       $27.99
2 LBS. .035                       $24.99
PREMIUM AWS CLASS E70S-G
11 LBS. .023                       $37.99
11 LBS. .030                       $35.95

SOLDER
ROSIN FLUX CORE SOLDER
1/16" x 1/4 LB.                       $11.48

#1440-0230
#1440-0235

#1440-0211
#1440-0216

#1423-1110

CUT-OFF
ABRASIVE WHEELS 

4" x 1/16" x 3/8"                       $3.76
4-1/2" x 1/16" x 7/8"                       $4.42

#1423-3145
#1423-3148

GRINDING WHEELS

DEPRESSED CENTER, TYPE 27, WITHOUT HUBS

#1423-3153

FLINT & CLEANERS 

SINGLE FLINT SPARK LIGHTER                      $7.49
FLINTS FOR LIGHTER HOLDER W/ 5 FLINTS                    $6.00
TIP CLEANER – SET OF 13 CLEANERS W/ FILE #6-#26                   $13.99

#1423-0026
#1423-0032
#1423-0016

WIRE BRUSHES 
TOOTHBRUSH STYLE STAINLESS STEEL BRUSH                    $7.92
3" END BRUSH – COARSE                      $9.99
WIRE CUP 2-1/2", 1/4" SHANK      $8.99
3" KNOT TYPE, 5/8" 11NC     $31.99

#1423-0081
#1423-2102
#1423-2107
#1423-2110

LINE 878

LINE 878

LINE 878

LINE 878

LINE 878

LINE 878

WELDING EQUIPMENT

$$3793790000

OXYFUEL 250 MEDIUM DUTY OUTFIT
#0384-2572   LINE 878
Features: High performance, complete system 
that meets or exceeds industry standards | 
High performance 250 Series color coded 
regulators | Complete handle and cutting 
attachment optimized for multiple gases 
| Up to 5" cutting capacity and 1/2" 
welding | Flexible versatile platform | 
Optimized for 1/2" out of the box

$99900

SPECIAL
OFFER

BIG!
SAVE

Package Includes:
• FP135 MIG Welder
• MIG Welder Cart
• Wire Brush
• Auto-Darkening Helmet
• Chipping Hammer

MIG / FLUX CORED
WELDING SYSTEM
#1444-0346   LINE 878
Dual purpose welder features a 
key setup chart and ease of use so 
that even a novice can achieve high 
quality results | Quick change
internal polarity adjustment that 
allows you to change between
MIG and flux cored welding |
Complete ready to weld systems 
that include a Tweco gun, return
cable and clamp, input power
cord and plug, a spool of flux
cored wire and an operating 
manual

$11499
EACH

YOUR CHOICE!
#1441-0087

AUTO DARKENING 
WELDING HELMETS
#1441-0087, #1441-0088
LINE 878
Solar powered | Auto-
darkening with variable shade 
9 to 13 | Large viewing screen 
| Welding and grinding modes | 
Lightweight and adjustable for 
complete comfort

AIR FUEL TORCH P-10
WITH PROPANE
#0387-0471   LINE 878

AIR FUEL TORCH SMP-31
#0387-0463   LINE 878
Lights with a pull of the trigger | Trigger guard
prevents accidental lighting |  Safety trigger lock holds flame for 
extended periods of time | Pressure regulated with pre-set flame | 
Comfortable grip with economic feel |  Can be used with MAP-Pro or
Propane (CGA 600)

$$32329999

AIR FUEL TORCH SMP-41
#0387-0465   LINE 878

HAND TORCHES 

$$64649999

$$74749999

Refillable with an adjustable flame | Melts solder, gold, small brazing rod, 
tin, and much more | For use at home, shop, or on the road repairs

REFILLABLE BUTANE JET TORCH 
#W2002   LINE 962

Lights with a pull of the trigger |  Swirl combustion tip provides maximum
heat and reduces brazing time by 30% | Safety trigger lock holds flame 
for extended periods of time | Pressure regulated with pre-set flame 
|  Stainless steel tube with brass tip | Can be used with MAP-Pro or 
Propane (CGA 600)

Solid brass construction provides lasting durability | Flame control 
valve allows precise heat adjustment for every application

$$16169999
2,500°F
HEATS UP TO

1,300°C

#BF56 (LC193) - 5.6 OZ BUTANE REFILL     $5.32

SPECIAL ORDER ITEM

#1441-0088

4-1/2" x 1/4" x 7/8"  $5.18
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Closed-front drive-on 4-post lift features a low 
approach angle and wide runways for easy approach.

CHALLENGER LIFTS

TUXEDO DISTRIBUTORS, LLC

QUALITY LIFTS

Use a QR Reader app on your smartphone and scan the companies’ 
QR codes below for a full line of available products and information.

FULL LINE AVAILABILITY

AUTOMOTIVE LIFTS

Prices for lifts include delivery but not installation. Installations do not include air or electric hook up. Additional cost such as permitting, seismic, moving 
other equipment or concrete work is not included in the installation work. Please contact your local Federated salesperson for complete details.

10,000 LB. TWO POST CAR LIFT
Perfect for any shop looking to maximize space | 
You don't need to choose between asymmetrical 
or symmetrical lifting because this lift can do it all 

from one bay | Lift cars or trucks with 3-stage front 
arms and 2-stage rear arms, offering a wide variety 
of lifting points | Comes standard with rubber door 

guards, overhead shutoff switch, and a black 
powder-coat finish

12,000 LB. TWO POST CAR LIFT
Service medium-duty trucks and vans | 
12,000 lb capacity Quality Lift is a commercial 
grade and budget-friendly solution | With 
2-stage front/rear arms, this lift offers safe, 
symmetrical lifting | Comes standard with 
rubber door guards, overhead shutoff 
switch, and a black powder-coat finish

Model EQ10

FOUR POST CAR LIFT – 
4P14 SERIES
14,000 lb. lift capacity | Closed front design 
| Extended wheelbase to accommodate 
long vehicles | 20" wide runways aid for 
drive-on confidence | Louvered approach 
ramps provide superior traction for driving 
vehicles on and off ramp | 78" rise height 
| 14-level locking positions, allowing 
ergonomic working height for technicians 
to increase productivity and minimize 
fatigue | Powder coat finish provides long-lasting durability

MR6 MID RISE CAR LIFT
6,000 lb. lift capacity | 52.75" raised height 
| 40" overall width | Short and tall auxiliary 
adapters come standard to reach pickup points 
on a wider range of vehicles | Multiple locking 
positions accommodates higher profile vehicles 
and provides maximum headroom to work 
underneath vehicles | Powder coated finish 
provides long-lasting durable finish

TWO POST CLEAR FLOOR
11,000 lbs capacity | Bi-symmetric arm design | 
Rubber door guards | 3 stage front arms | Single 
piece column | Direct drive pull cylinders | Single point 
lock release | Heavy duty arm restraint system | Spin 
up low profile lift pads | Stackable adapters included | 
External hose guards

DELUXE STORAGE LIFT
8,000 lbs capacity | Cable driven | Single point manual lock release | Adjustable locking 
positions | Slack cable safety | Steel approach ramps | Fits in most residential garages | 
Includes drip trays, jack tray & poly caster kit

VLE10 VERSYMMETRIC® CAR LIFT
3-stage Versymmetric® front arms and 2-stage 

rear arms provide a wide arm sweep for 
asymmetric and symmetric lifting in the same 

service bay | 11.875" standard height fits in 
service bays with 12' ceiling height | Double 

telescoping screw pads with rubber foot pad 
| Padded overhead shut-off system prevents 

vehicle damage | Jacketed pulley-less single-
point mechanical lock release system that was 

once exclusive to our CL series lifts are now 
standard on the VLE10 | Rubber door guards 
protect vehicle from door damage | Premium 

powder coat finish provides long-lasting 
durability | Plated arm restraints and arm pins 
inhibit rust and provide long-lasting durability

First RJ7.5  $3,39800       Second RJ7.5  $1,69900

*LIMITED TIME SPECIAL!
Buy one RJ7.5 Rolling Jack, get a 

second HALF OFF with the purchase 
of a #4P14 Series Lift!

#4P14EFX ____ $8,97900

AS LOW AS $21200 per month

#MR6 ________ $3,76900

AS LOW AS $10200 per month

#TP11KC-DX _ $4,24900

AS LOW AS $11400 per month

#FP8K-DX ____ $4,39900

AS LOW AS $11800 per month

Get 10315 Adapter Kit for only 
$100.00 with VLE10 lift purchase! 
A $235.00 savings!

Includes four 3" adapters, 
two 6" adapters, and 

two organizer racks with 
hardware.

#VLE10 _______ $5,21900

AS LOW AS $12300 per month

#EQ10 _______ $4,78900

AS LOW AS $12900 per month

#EQ12 _______ $7,89900

AS LOW AS $18600 per month

#4P14XFX ____ $9,66900

AS LOW AS $22800 per month

See more lifts from Tuxedo Distributors, LLC on page 29.
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SHIPS DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER. FULL LINE OF COATS 
BALANCERS AVAILABLE. SEE SALESPERSON FOR DETAILS.

COATS WHEEL BALANCERS

COATS TIRE CHANGERS

WHEEL & TIRE EQUIPMENT

1600-3D DIRECT DRIVE WHEEL BALANCER
LINE 145
#80016003D – 220V 1PH   #80016003D01 - 220V 3PH 
Powered by Direct Drive – Motor and spindle are combined 
into a single, pre-balanced assembly that always stays 
calibrated to zero | ProBalance Technology® – A unique 
balancing system (unbalance correction methodology) that 
minimizes both static and couple unbalance | Speed Thread™ – 
Provides the ability to thread the hub nut at the push of a pedal 
to improve the ease-of-use and speed of mounting the wheel

LINE 145

TIRE CHANGERS

Rim clamp tire changer with air or electric drive motor; Air: 1.5HP Air 
Motor, 110-175 PSI, 15scfm; Electric: 110V/60Hz 
RC-45A – $5,500.00 – Lease for $130.00/month for 60 months
RC-45E – $5,500.00 – Lease for $130.00/month for 60 months

Rim clamp tire changer with robo arm and air or electric drive motor;
Air: 1.5HP Air Motor, 110-175 PSI, 15scfm; Electric: 110V/60Hz
RC-55A – $7,499.00 – Lease for $177.00/month for 60 months
RC-55E – $7,499.00 – Lease for $177.00/month for 60 months

RC-45A
85609949
RC-45E
8560994901

RC-55A
85609950
RC-55E
8560995001

1300 DIRECT DRIVE WHEEL BALANCER
LINE 145
#80013002D – 220V 1PH  #80013002D01 - 220V 3PH
Powered by Direct Drive Motor – Motor and spindle are 
combined into a single, pre-balanced assembly that always stays 
calibrated to zero | Static-on-Screen® simultaneously displays 
both static and dynamic unbalance data | 2-D Automatic Data 
Entry offers automatic data entry of the distance and diameter, 
eliminating the chance of technician error and speeding up the 
balancing process | Eight balancing modes

$5,79900

Model
RC-45A
RC-45E

Model
RC-55A
RC-55E

Model
800MAXX70

800MAXX70220
800MAXX70A

Model
800MAXX80

800MAXX80220
800MAXX80A

Model
800MAXX90220
800MAXX90A

1185 WHEEL BALANCER
LINE 145
#8001185 – 110V
Color LCD video display, Bottom dead center 
laser, Position indexing, Small chassis, 110V

Laser Line Weight Placement Guidance
Easily visible laser line helps operators place 
weights right where they are needed

Color LCD Display
Vivid color display alerts operator to the 
imbalance location and identifies the optimal 
tape on or clip weight location

Live Position Indexing Guidance
Audio and graphics-based notifications alert 
operator when weight placement is needed

Laser Line Weight 
Placement Guidance

Color LCD Display Live Position Indexing 
Guidance

$5,79900

1500-3D DIRECT DRIVE WHEEL BALANCER
LINE 145
#80015003D – 220V 1PH   #80015003D01 - 220V 3PH
Powered by Direct Drive – Motor and spindle are combined into a 
single, pre-balanced assembly that always stays calibrated to zero 
| Laser Guided Operation® – Pinpoints the exact weight location, 
both radially and axially and eliminates trial and error | Stop, Lock & 
Index – Automatically positions the wheel at the weight placement 
location and locks the spindle in place for easy, accurate weight 
application

$8,99900

$13700
LEASE FOR AS LOW AS

PER MONTH
FOR 60 MONTHS

WITH APPROVED CREDIT

$10,69900

$24600
LEASE FOR AS LOW AS

PER MONTH
FOR 60 MONTHS

WITH APPROVED CREDIT

$21200
LEASE FOR AS LOW AS

PER MONTH
FOR 60 MONTHS

WITH APPROVED CREDIT

SHIPS DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER. FULL LINE OF TIRE CHANGERS AVAILABLE. SEE SALESPERSON FOR DETAILS.

$13700
LEASE FOR AS LOW AS

PER MONTH
FOR 60 MONTHS

WITH APPROVED CREDIT

800MAXX70 ________ Coats Maxx 70 Tire Changer, 110V
800MAXX70220 _____ Coats Maxx 70 Tire Changer, 220V, 2HP
800MAXX70A _______ Coats Maxx 70 Tire Changer, Air
$8,500.00 – Lease for $200.00/month for 60 months

800MAXX80 ________ Coats Maxx 80 Tire Changer, 110V
800MAXX80220 _____ Coats Maxx 80 Tire Changer, 220V, 2HP
800MAXX80A _______ Coats Maxx 80 Tire Changer, Air
$9,999.00 – Lease for $235.00/month for 60 months

800MAXX90220 _____ Coats Maxx 90 Leverless Tire Changer, 220V, 2 speed
800MAXX90A _______ Coats Maxx 90 Leverless Tire Changer, Air
$12,999.00 – Lease for $299.00/month for 60 months

Maxx 70 Maxx 80 Maxx 90
MAXX 70
• Steel clamps 6"– 24" ext. 

clamping range
• Hand actuated bead 

loosener
• Steel and Nylon Plastic 

Duckheads®

MAXX 80
• Steel and Zinc plated Grip 

Max 2.0 clamps 6"– 24" 
ext. clamping range

• Dual control hand/foot 
operated bead loosener

• Steel, Nylon, & Hi-Spoke 
Plastic Duckheads®

• RoboRoller® (Right side)
• Storage Cabinet

MAXX 90
• Steel and Zinc plated Grip Max 

2.0 clamps and 30° extended 
clamps

• 6"– 30" ext. clamping range
• Dual control hand/foot 

operated bead loosener
• Storage Cabinet
• RoboRoller® (Right side)
• Leverless Duckheads®
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AUTOMOTIVE LIFTS, WHEEL & TIRE EQUIPMENT

$39600
LEASE FOR AS LOW AS

PER MONTH
FOR 60 MONTHS

WITH APPROVED CREDIT

COMPLETE WHEEL ALIGNMENT SYSTEM
#DWA1100CWAS ____ $17,21900

A perfect package for shops starting out who wish to avoid 
the investment cost of an alignment rack. 
• CCD Wireless Sensor Wheel Aligner (DWA1100) with Wheel 

Stand Kit (Includes: Stands, Roller, & Plates
• Portable wheel stands with integral turn plates 

on all four stands align all vehicles including 
independent four-wheel suspensions and long 
wheel base light trucks

• Easy to learn, easy to use software

COMBO OFFER! TIRE CHANGER & WHEEL BALANCER COMBO!

SWING ARM TIRE CHANGER  #SM825EVO
Best suited for gas stations, small garages and auto salvage yards. Comes 
fully assembled. Equipped with basic features, intended for mid-volume use.
• Mounting Head
• Table Top Clamping
• Two Stage Inflation
• Bead Breaker Shovel
• Air Powered Optional

MOTORIZED 3D DATA ENTRY  
WHEEL BALANCER  #EZ10
Perfect for tight spaces!
• 3D inner data entry arm eliminates  

rim width caliper use
• AutoAdaptive Enhancement w/ Static Residual 

Force Minimization
• Direct measures input eliminates selection of 

balancing modes
• Guided Weight Placement, ALU, Hidden Spoke 

Mode
• Electro-Magnetic brake hold weight position, 

quick-clamp wing nut

$22200
LEASE FOR AS LOW AS

PER MONTH
FOR 60 MONTHS

WITH APPROVED CREDIT

Purchase or Lease Separately for:
#SM825EVO _______ $4,51900

LEASE FOR AS LOW AS $12200 per month
#EZ10  ____________ $5,39900

LEASE FOR AS LOW AS $12700 per month

Purchase Together & Save
Make the SM825EVO and EZ10 a Combo!

#EZCOMBO            $9,44900

ADVANCED SWING ARM TIRE CHANGER 
Professional grade swing arm tire changers for OEM and 
oversized tires and custom wheel applications. 220V.
#SM628BPS _________ $11,16900

Features an optional high-performance Bead Press System 
(BPS) which is highly recommended to easily aid in the servicing of low-
profile, run flat, on/off road tires and commercial light trucks with stiff 
sidewalls and difficult rims with deep drop centers.

• Bead Press System
• Polymer Mounting Head
• Table Top Clamping

• Two Stage Inflation
• High Torque Motor
• Bead Breaker Shovel

$25700
LEASE FOR AS LOW AS

PER MONTH
FOR 60 MONTHS

WITH APPROVED CREDIT

AUTOADAPTIVE™ OPB LED WHEEL BALANCER, 
MANUAL CLAMPING 
Made especially for busy tire shops. “Spotter” laser pinpoints the 
exact location of stick-on wheel weights, with little or no chance of 
operator error when entering dimensions. Comes fully assembled. 
220V.
#ER72TD ____________ $8,47900

• One Plane Balancing (OPB)
• AutoAdaptive™ Mode
• Automatic Approach
• Automatic Gauge (3D) 

$19900
LEASE FOR AS LOW AS

PER MONTH
FOR 60 MONTHS

WITH APPROVED CREDIT

CEMB WHEEL & TIRE EQUIPMENT

FREE 2 pc Truck Adapter Set with any Balancer Purchase!
Part #41FF86174       $44800 Value!

TUXEDO MOBILE AUTOMOTIVE LIFTS
MOBILE SINGLE COLUMN LIFT 
#MSC-6KLP
6,000 lbs capacity | Low profile design under 4" | Drive over ramps | Portability | 
Rigid base construction | Single point lock release | Telescoping two stage swing 
arms | Double telescoping screw pads | Stackable pad height extensions (2 sets of 
4ea @ 2" & 4") | Heavy duty arm restraints | 21 locking positions | Durable powder 
coat finish

HEAVY DUTY MOBILE COLUMN LIFTS 
#MSC-18K-X-472
24VDC battery operation with onboard charging system | Communication cable 
with retractable cable reels | U-shape wiring configuration for quick vehicle entry & 
exiting | Convenient operation from any column | Independent mechanical locking 
system | PLC & Optical Encoder provides continuous synchronization for columns 
| Easily positioned with pallet jack type device with poly caster wheels | Adjustable 
lifting forks for the widest range of wheel diameters | Emergency switch on each 
column, provides the highest safety assurance | Easy to use Master Control 
Panel for individual or paired synchronized operation | LCD screen with keypad 
offers "easy to read" visuals for setting lifting height | Conveniently stored out of 
the way when not in use to maximize work space | Available in two, four or six 
column configurations | LED light with magnetic base | Optional MSC ALI Certified 
accessories available | ALI Certified

#MSC-6KLP _________ $5,08900

LEASE FOR AS LOW AS $12000 per month

#MSC-18K-X-472 ____ $41,69900ea
LEASE FOR AS LOW AS $91900 per month
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FLUID EVACUATION &
DISPENSING EQUIPMENT 

$11495

$$1091099999

$15995

$5995

BLEEDING EQUIPMENT 

VACUUM BRAKE 
BLEEDER
#MV6830   LINE 579
Compressed air operation | Integrated 1.9 qt capacity 
fluid collection reservoir | Variable control thumb 
throttle | Swivel air inlet with quick disconnect | Quick 
disconnect coupler for 
accessories | Quiet, muffled 
exhaust | Automatic 
overflow prevention

$20900

PneumatiVac AIR OPERATED
FLUID EVACUATOR
#MV7300   LINE 579
Operates on compressed air | Integrated 2.3 Gal capacity 
reservoir | Large base with foot stabilizer | Durable, chemical 
resistant polyethylene construction | Independent air shut-off 
valve | Quiet, muffled exhaust | Automatic overflow prevention 
| Quick-drain pour spout

$15999

SILVERLINE ELITE
HAND PUMP KIT
#MV8500   LINE 579
One-finger trigger vacuum/pressure 
release | Used for one-person brake 
bleeding | Produces vacuum or 
pressure at turn of a switch | Comfortable 
ergonomic design | Pressure and vacuum 
created on the squeeze stroke for superior 
accuracy and control | Includes durable, 
accurate diaphragm style compound 
pressure/vacuum gauge

TUNE-UP AND
BRAKE BLEEDING KIT
#MV8000   LINE 579
The original Mityvac hand vacuum pump kit used by 
service professionals worldwide for performing 
hundreds of automotive diagnostic and 
mechanical tests and for one-person brake 
bleeding | Contains our most popular Selectline 
hand vacuum pump with vacuum gauge and 
accessories

HIGH VELOCITY 2-SPEED 42" BARREL FAN
#681216   LINE 875
Powerful, 2-speed, PSC thermally protected 1/2 HP 
motor | CFM low: 9,500, high: 13,300 | Belt drive design 
for ultra-quiet operation | High velocity air flow | Ideal for 
moving large volumes of hot air quickly and efficiently to 
keep people and machines cooled off

PARTS WASHER SOLVENT
#5-PWS   LINE 199
5 gallons | High performance formula | Cuts through 
cutting oil, water-soluble oil, motor oils and grease | Safe 
on all metals, most plastics and painted surfaces

FLUID
EVACUATOR
#MV7400   LINE 579
Convenient manual pump operation | Integrated 1.9 
Gal capacity reservoir | Large base with foot stabilizer | 
Durable, chemical resistant polyethylene construction | 
Automatic overflow prevention | Quick-drain pour spout

FLUID EVACUATOR PLUS
#MV7201   LINE 579
Evacuates or dispenses at the push of a button |
Convenient manual pump operation | Integrated
2.3 Gal capacity reservoir | Large base with foot stabilizer 
| Durable, chemical resistant polyethylene construction | 
Automatic overflow prevention | Quick-drain pour spout

PRESSURE BLEED SYSTEM
#MV6840   LINE 579
Professional hydraulic brake and clutch bleeding system |  
Includes fluid dispenser and 7 master cylinder adapters to 
connect to most American, Asian and European 
cars and light trucks | Forces new brake fluid 
through the master cylinder | Air and old fluid 
expelled through bleed screw(s) | Pressure gauge 
on dispenser allows control of system pressure 
| Fluid is dispensed under pressure for smooth 
continual flow | 1.2 Gal (5-liter) fluid capacity | On / 
off and flow control valve conveniently located near 
fluid output | Utilizes push-to-connect, quick-
change style accessory connections

$49900

ALSO AVAILABLE:

$2,199.00

GO GREEN!

OZZY JUICE DEGREASING SOLUTION
REPLACEMENT MAT (FILTER)

#14148
#14124

$114.00
$27.99

LINE 234

#14148

#14124

Award winning bioremediating parts washer | Uses 
water based degreaser solution that is highly 
effective and much safer for employees | 
Contains microbes that actually break down oil 
and grease turning them into harmless carbon 
dioxide and water | The solution is non-toxic, 
non-corrosive, non-flammable, non-hazardous, 
and non-caustic | Saves money – no need to 
haul away used fluid | Includes extra long  
angled brush and hose for hard-to-reach 
places

The cleaning power of bioremediation 
with a portable and storable design | The 
BenchtopPRO is a self-contained, water-
based, bioremediating parts washer that 
uses no harmful solvents | Uses a water-based 
degreasing solution to clean parts, and naturally-
occuring microorganisms break down and convert oil, grease, and varnish 
into water and CO2 | The process of bioremediation makes the BenchtopPro a 
self-cleaning system | Degreasing solution can be used over and over again

SmartWasher™ MOBILE BRAKE &
PARTS WASHER

SmartWasher™ BenchtopPRO® 
PARTS WASHER

#14740   LINE 234

#1000872   LINE 234

STOCKED AT FAPW

$11995

Comes complete with everything needed for 
use, including OzzyMat®, a $29.95 value!

$6947
LEASE FOR AS LOW AS

PER MONTH
FOR 48 MONTHS

Use a QR Reader App on Your 
Smartphone and Scan the Code 
to the Right for an Overview of 
the SmartWasher

$$4494490000

COLOR & BRAND MAY VARY
$$3793799595

MITYVAC PRODUCTS & MISCELLANEOUS
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#14148

CABINETS & RACKS

TRICO® WIPER RACKS

#99-365 –  TRICO Wiper Wall Rack FREE with purchase of $50 of TRICO blades
#99-328 –  TRICO Wiper Rolling Rack FREE with purchase of $100 of TRICO blades
#99-337 –  TRICO Wiper Rolling 2-Sided Rack FREE with purchase of $150 of TRICO blades

#99-365#99-365
24" Gondola
mount rack 
holds 90 blades

#99-328#99-328
Mobile rack 
holds 100 blades

#99-337#99-337
2-sided mobile 
rack holds 200 

blades

Even with the proper removal tool you’ll end up 
breaking those fragile plastic fasteners in the 
process. Save yourself the frustration with these OE 
manufacturer-specific kits. Includes a selection of 
essential retainers, fasteners and clips in a convenient 
organizer tray with illustrated quick part reference.

$4419

$2899

$3299

GM 350 PIECE 
#W5240   LINE 962

CHRYSLER 215 PIECE 
#W5242   LINE 962

FORD 415 PIECE 
#W5241   LINE 962

#025-075 - Metric Class 8.8 Fasteners
Over 2,100 pieces in this assortment 
of metric hex head cap screws, hex 
nuts, flat washers and  
split lock washers.

#025-160 - Standard Fasteners Grade 5
Popular assortment of over 3,100 Grade 5 fasteners 
consisting of cap screws, hex nuts, 
flat and spring lock washers, cotter 
pins, battery hardware, license plate 
hardware, stove bolts with nuts, sheet 
metal screws, and grease fittings

DEALER-PAK® ASSORTMENTS

$39500

$49900

LINE 320

*Limit 1 free rack per customer.
While supplies last.

TECH
TIP

PROBLEM SOLVER
NO MORE MELTDOWNS!

Introducing a line of Hi-Temp Blower Motor 
Resistor Connectors.  Each connector features 
12 gauge TXL copper wiring, high-temperature 
harness material and heavy duty mating 
connectors to prevent the burning and melting 
that occurs to the factory harness.

Part # Make
S916HT GM
S630HT Ford
S1768HT Chrysler
S945HT GM
S1352HT GM

HI-TEMP PIGTAILS

$3069NISSAN 408 PIECE 
#W5258   LINE 962

$3899HONDA 418 PIECE
#W5244   LINE 962

$3899TOYOTA 340 PIECE 
#W5243   LINE 962

The perfect assortment of Push 
Retainers for Ford, GM, Chrysler, 
Toyota, Honda, Nissan, and more 
| Provides the right size for door 
trim, radiator shield yoke, fender, 
bumper, and splash shields

240 PC PUSH PIN RETAINER AND TOOL
#W5259   LINE 962

$$17179999

TRIM CLIP AND FASTENER ASSORTMENTS 

LINE 862LINE 862

LINE 895LINE 895
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WALL MOUNTED STORAGE RACK 
WITH 10 PLASTIC BINS
#W5190   LINE 962
The heavy duty black powder coated steel rack 
mounts directly to the wall studs | Designed to 
hold up to 60 lbs. total weight capacity | Bins 
are injection molded from thermoplastic resins 
and includes 6 small stackable storage bins 
(5-1/2" x 3-1/4" and 4 large stackable storage 
bins (8-1/4" x 5") plus screws and wall anchors

FLOOR STORAGE RACK
WITH 47 PLASTIC BINS
#W5193   LINE 962
Removable bins provide easy access 
| This black powder coated steel rack 
holds: 32 small stackable storage bins 
(5-1/2" x 3-1/4") and 15 large stackable 
storage bins (8-1/4" x 5") | Bins are 
injection molded from thermoplastic 
resins | Some assembly is required | 45" 
x 37" x 11"

120 PC FUSE ASSORTMENT
#W5368   LINE 962
Sizes: 5 amp 20 ea., 10 amp 20 ea., 15 amp 
20 ea., 20 amp 20 ea., 25 amp 20 ea., 30 
amp 20 ea.

120 PC MINI FUSE ASSORTMENT
#W5369   LINE 962
Sizes: 5 amp 20 ea., 10 amp 20 ea., 15 amp 
20 ea., 20 amp 20 ea., 25 amp 20 ea., 30 
amp 20 ea.

FUSE ASSORTMENT 
WITH DISPLAY RACK
#LFSKIT002   LINE 575
Includes 441 assorted fuses with a list value of 
over $600

CASE WITH ASSORTED FUSES
#REDBOXNG   LINE 575
Includes over 500 assorted fuses | Contains 
1 each of: #RBOX1, #RBOX2, #RBOX3, and 
#RBOX4 Fuse Kits | Does not include glass 
module

FUSES & ACCESSORIES

#70080   LINE 812
Durable, steel, locking cabinet 
featuring an assortment of 23 
popular body shop products 
used for panel bonding, plastic 
repair, seam sealing, corrosion 
protection, and general body 
repair | 25" x 30" x 13"

24 of the most popular 3/16" and 1/4" 
brake lines | Additional space to store 
5/16" and 3/8" | Double wall close 
tolerance low carbon steel construction | 
PVF (Poly-vinyl Fluorine) coated to resist 
corrosion and abrasion | Easy to bend

SHOP RACKS & ORGANIZATION
LOW VOC SHOP CABINET

Holds 120 clamps | 
Clamps not included 

with rack

LINE 575

STORAGE RACKS 

HOSE CLAMP DISPLAY RACK
#CCDU101   LINE 535 

#PAD22   LINE 135

#FED8014   LINE 694
Front: 17-5/8" W x 18-13/16" H | Back: 16" W x 
14-1/8" H | Thru-wall opening: 10" W x 2-1/2" H 
| Made of 18 gauge steel

Box of 500 Key Drop Box Envelopes
#DROPENVELOPE – LINE 693

AUTOMOTIVE FUSES

#094363 – MINI fuse kit $4.94
8 fuses include: 3, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 Amp

#094370 – ATO fuse kit $4.14
8 fuses include: 3, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 Amp

Allows easy installation of additional circuits without 
cutting or splicing. Turns one fuse slot into two while
providing protection for both circuits. Maintains new 
car warranty. Use with ATO® Fuses up to 10 amps.
Includes ATO® 3, 5, 7.5 and 10 amp fuses

#FHA200BP – ATO® Add-A-Circuit Holder $13.49

Supplied with two 5" leads – 6 gauge wire for up to 60 
amp MAXI™ Fuse applications

#MAH1 – MAXI fuse in-line fuse holder $22.95

Same as ATO® Add-A-Circuit, but for MINI™ Fuse ap-
plications. Includes MINI™ 3, 5, 7.5 and 10 amp fuses

#FHM200BP – MINI™ Add-A-Circuit Kit $13.49

$3599

$42900

$$2872878686

$$1991999595

$$54549595

$$12129595

$13499

FEDERATED AUTO PARTS
NIGHT KEY DROP BOX

POLY-ARMOUR 
BRAKE LINE ASSORTMENT

$$7697690000

$$1451450505

$$26269595

$$12129595
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made in the

USA

$$773838FEDERATED 5 GALLON BUCKET
#20512002   LINE 698
Lightweight bucket made from heavy duty chemical-
resistant plastic, HDPE resin | Tapered design for easy 
separation and maximum storage

COMMERCIAL GRADE BLACK 
5/8" x 50' WATER HOSE
#8650-50   LINE 161

HEAVY DUTY NEVERKINK
5/8" x 50' WATER HOSE
#8617-50   LINE 161

FLEXZILLA PRO WATER HOSE WITH REUSABLE 
FITTINGS, 5/8" X 50'
#HFZWP550   LINE 716
All weather flexibility | Abrasion resistant outer cover and crush 
resistant aircraft aluminum fittings | Won't kink under pressure | 
Hybrid polymer coils easily and lays flat wit zero memory |  Field 
repairable | Lead free – Drinking water safe

30" CURVED FLOOR SQUEEGEE,  
RED RUBBER WITH 54" HANDLE
#844-30-116   LINE 520
Water, slush/snow, sludge, waste, oil and
other liquids  | Heavy duty construction

$6299

$$77779595
SWAB® CONCRETE CLEANER POWDER
#SW4   LINE 770
Removes grease, oil and dirt from concrete, asphalt floors 
and paved driveways | Cleans and helps to brighten and 
harden concrete | Cleans oil and grease residues left by 
vehicles | 25 lb. pail

$289

$749

$1399

$899

CLEANING TOOLS & SUPPLIES

$979

COTTON SHOP TOWELS
#40046   LINE 233
5 pack | 13" x 14" rolled

#40048   LINE 233
25 pack | 13" x 14" bagged

EVAPORATOR PVA
DRYING TOWEL
#40208   LINE 233
3 square feet

SYNTHETIC CHAMOIS
#40210   LINE 233
2.5 square feet

MICROFIBER MAX TOTAL CLEAN
ALL-OVER BODY MITT
#45602AS   LINE 233
4-in-1 waterproof 7" x 10" wash mitt | Suds-Maker 
luxury chenille fibers | Poly-wash™ netting gently 
scrubs | Scratch and lint free for professional wash

20" PROFESSIONAL LONG 
HANDLE BRUSH
#93039   LINE 233

10" HEAVY DUTY
WASH BRUSH HEAD
#93057   LINE 233

$299910" FLOW-THRU WASH BRUSH WITH 
UP TO 68" HANDLE
#93089   LINE 233

$1195

POWERBALL® PRODUCTS  LINE 655
Perfect for use on any uncoated, polishable metal finish | Attaches 
to any drill to allow you to polish curved surfaces no matter how 
intricate the design | Unique and durable closed-cell foam construction 
compresses into tight spaces and is designed to revitalize billet, 
diamond plate, polished aluminum, stainless steel, plastic and more

ALUMINUM POLISHING KIT
#W50090   LINE 962
Designed to be used for harder finishes like aluminum, brass and 
copper | Features 1/4" dia. round shaft for use with a power drill
Kit includes:
Polishing Pads – 3" mushroom, 2-1/2" tapered cylinder
Polishing Felts – 3-1/5" bullet, 2-1/5" conical, 2-3/10" cone,  
                          2-1/10" pear
Polishing Wheels – 2", 3", 4" (three wheels share one shaft)
Polishing Compounds – 4 oz of white, black and brown emery

3 PC. POWER TOOL BRUSH SET
#W4991   LINE 962
3 pc. kit contains 2" and 4" round flat brushes and one 3-1/2" 
dome shaped brush with medium stiffness polypropylene all-
purpose bristles | Standard 1/4" quick connect shaft for secure 
attachment to your power drill or driver (power tool not included)

$2899

$$2525999924" GARAGE SWEEP HEAD
#93070   LINE 233
All purpose sweep head for use on smooth
or rough floors | Handle not included

60" HANDLE WITH METAL TIP
#93069   LINE 233

$$889999

$15998" HEAVY DUTY WASH BRUSH WITH 
48" HANDLE
#93053   LINE 233

TOWELS & MITTS 

CLEANING SUPPLIES

BRUSHES, BROOMS & SQUEEGEES

POLISHING TOOLS

$949SPA-SOFT MICROFIBER
DETAILING TOWELS
#45625AS   LINE 233
6 pack | 12" x 16"

MICROFIBER DETAILING TOWELS
#45067   LINE 233
12 pack | 14" x 14"

$$12129999

$$889999

$$17179999

$$74740000

$$5959999

$$3535999

#05141 3" MINI POWERBALL WITH 10" EXTENSION __$33.95
#05143 POLISHING TOOL WITH 10" EXTENSION ______$29.99
#05146 4" TO 1" TAPERED POWERCONE ___________$31.95

CAR CARE BUCKET
#1049   LINE 335
Everything you need to make your car shine | 
Contains 2.5 Gallon Bucket, Polish & Cleaner, 
Vinyl & Leather Dressing, Ultimate Detail Spray, 
All Wheel Cleaner, and Car Wash Concentrate

$646SQUEEGEE WITH SCRUB HEAD
#9267   LINE 233
Professional plastic handle squeegee | 8" plastic 
head with 20" plastic handle

$$47479595 16PC POWER BRUSH DETAILING KIT
#W4992   LINE 962
A comprehensive assortment of brushes, pads, 
and towels to make cleaning your auto, boat, or 
home easier, faster, and more practical

$$24249595
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GOJO CLEANERS

#7272 SUPRO MAX ................................................... $28.95
 HAND CLEANER
#7290 CHERRY GEL PUMICE ..................................... $30.95
 HAND CLEANER

NATURAL ORANGE
PUMICE HAND CLEANER
#0955
1 Gal | Quick-acting lotion formula with pumice 
scrubbing particles for cleaning a broad range of 
industrial soils, medium dirts and grease | Orange 
citrus scent

LEMON PUMICE HAND CLEANER
#0915
Crème-style hand cleaner with pumice scrubbers 
for removing difficult soils

ORIGINAL FORMULA™ HAND CLEANER
#1115
Crème-style hand cleaner for removing difficult 
soils

ORIGINAL PUMICE HAND CLEANER
#1135
Crème-style hand cleaner with pumice scrubbers 
for removing difficult soils

CHERRY GEL
PUMICE HAND CLEANER
#2358
1 Gal | Gel-style hand cleaner with pumice 
scrubbers and a cherry fragrance | Pumice 
scrubbers combined with gel balance cleaning 
performance and skin feel | Clings to hands for 
easy cleaning; doesn’t fall off into the sink | VOC 
and NPE free | pH balanced to leave skin feeling 
refreshed | Easy to use and spread across hands 
and arms | Effective on dirt, oil and grease

SCRUBBING TOWELS
#6396
72 count bucket | Dual-textured wet towels for 
quick, convenient cleaning | Dual textured with a 
scrubbing side and a smooth side | Extra-large 
towels for superior cleaning capacity | Contains 
skin conditioners to help prevent dryness and 
irritation | No water needed | Fresh citrus scent | 
Patent pending dispensing nozzle features 
re-wetting design to help ensure consistent towel 
saturation, virtually eliminating dry wipes |  Effective 
on oil, grease, paint, adhesives, tar, and asphalt

TDX 2000ml WALL DISPENSER
#7200
Large display window shows soap inside | One-
hand push operation | Made of high-impact ABS 
plastic with black textured finish 

$1599

$2699

$3495

$2352

$1599

$2195

$1195

2000ml TDX REFILL CARTRIDGES

PIGPIG®® MAT ABSORBENT PADS & ROLLS MAT ABSORBENT PADS & ROLLS
Lasts 2X longer than ordinary mats for fewer change-outs, absorbs 
everything, works everywhere | Eight layers of 100% polypropylene are 
thermally bonded to make PIG® Mat the strongest mat on the market; 
won’t rip, tear or fray, even when saturated | Exclusive dimple pattern 
speeds wicking of liquid throughout mat for faster, easier cleanup | Highly 
absorbent, fine-fiber construction won’t leave liquids or fiber residue behind 
| Absorbs most common industrial liquids – oils, water, solvents, coolants 
and more | Absorbed leaks and drips blend right in; dark gray color hides 

grime so mat stays on the job longer | Can be wrung 
out and incinerated after use to reduce waste 

| Rolls are ideal for covering large areas | 
Easy-tear perforations let you take only 
what you need, so you use less mat and 
save money

LINE 708

SHOP SUPPLIES

 LINE 432

$$54549595

$$1091090000

$$1891890000

$$24249595
LIGHT WEIGHT PADS – BOX OF 100
#25100 – 15" x 20"

DRUM TOP ABSORBENT PADS – BOX OF 20
#25103 – 22" diameter

MEDIUM WEIGHT PADS – BOX OF 100
#25300 – 15" x 20"

LIGHT WEIGHT ROLL
#25201 – 15" x 50'

MEDIUM WEIGHT ROLL
#25400 – 30" x 150'

HAND CLEANER,
4.5 LB TUBS

$$88889595
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SCOTT DISPOSABLE TOWELS 

TORK DISPOSABLE TOWELS 

SCOTT SHOP TOWELS
#75130   LINE 807
Can be used over and over | 55 
sheets per roll | Absorbs grease 
and oil

$$338989

A-TORK GENERAL
PURPOSE WIPERS
#132451A   LINE 647
4-ply construction absorbs 
four times more and four times 
faster than rags | Unique hole 
structure provides optimum 
absorption of oil, grease and 
cutting fluids | Two-sided, 
rough/smooth | 10" x 249'

$1599A-TORK PREP AND 
CLEAN-UP WIPERS
#130251A   LINE 647
Soft and non-abrasive | Provides protection 
for delicate surfaces | Solvent resistant and 
long lasting for faster and more effective 
wiping | 100% recycled fiber | 10" x 426' | 
325 wipes per roll

$$17179999SCOTT RAGS 
IN A BOX
#75260   LINE 807
10" x 14" | 200 rags per box | Pop-up 
dispenser | Works like cloth | Lint free, highly 
absorbent

$$17179595SCOTT SHOP TOWELS
IN A BOX
#75190   LINE 807
200 – 11" x 10.4" sheets per box 
| Absorbs grease and oil | Pop up 
dispenser with handles

$3595A-TORK
MAXI WIPERS
#130211B   LINE 647
Multipurpose wiper designed for light wiping 
tasks | Solvent resistant – long lasting |  
9" x 866' | 735 count

DISPOSABLE DUST MASKS 
N95 PARTICULATE  
RESPIRATOR MASK
#54343   LINE 642
NIOSH approved for at least 95% filtration 
efficiency against certain non-oil based 
particles | 3M™ Cool Flow™ Exhalation 
Valve helps reduce heat build-up 
inside the respirator | Designed to 
increase comfort and wearability | 
Quantity: 10 masks per box

SIZE LARGE 
SIZE X-LARGE
SIZE 3X-LARGE

#CVC11TL
#CVC11TXL

#CVC11TXXXL

SPRAY ROOM ATTIRE 

$339

ECONOWEAR®  WHITE
TYVEK®  COVERALLS
LINE 420
Zipper front | Elasticized wrists and
ankles | Disposable

SPRAY SOCK
#A141001   LINE 420
Breathable stretch knit | Handy dispenser box | 
Can be worn with goggles and half-mask or
full-mask respirators | One size fits all

SAFETY ACCESSORIES 

WEATHER STRIPPING 

$1149

$739

CAMPER SHELL FOAM
WEATHER STRIPPING
#01055   LINE 233
Eliminates rattles and vibrations | Self adhesive | Fits 
one light truck bed | 3/16" x 1-1/4" x 30'

BLACK VINYL FOAM 
5/16" x 3/4" x 10' ROLL
#01044   LINE 233
Self adhesive | Use for car doors, 
windows, trucks, etc.

made in the

USA

SHOP SUPPLIES

$$550606SCOTT HEAVY DUTY  
SHOP TOWELS
#32992   LINE 807
60 sheets per roll | Three times stronger 
when wet than original Scott shop towels 
| Solvent resistant and reusable for the 
toughest tasks

FREE
BUY 2 #132451A

GET DISPENSER #659028

$1799
each

$1899
YOUR CHOICE

EACH

200 CT DISPOSABLE FOAM EAR PLUGS
#IHP32   LINE 420
Tapered earplug design fits snugly in the ear for 
long-lasting comfort | Soft, non-irritating polyurethane 
foam material | Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) 32 dB, 
CSA Class AL

ADJUSTABLE SAFETY GLASSES
#W1031   LINE 962
Comfortable Molded Nose Bridge | 
Adjustable Temple Length | Meets High 
Impact Requirement of ANSI Z87.7-2003 | 
UV resistant

$3995

EACH

SOLD SEPARATELY

$$332929

$295
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$299
2-1/2" CLEARANCE / MARKER LAMP
#45812 (RED), #45813 (AMBER) 
LINE 440
Twist-on mounting for easy installation | Fits all 
popular mountings and grommets

LED LIGHTING

$1695

$$31319999

$$19199999

$695
$5499

$2352

LAMPS & ACCESSORIES

RECTANGULAR HALOGEN 
WORK LAMP
#63151-5   LINE 440
Corrosion and shock resistant

PAR 36 RUBBER TRACTOR & UTILITY LAMP
#64931   LINE 440
12 volt sealed beam | Trapezoid beam pattern | Swivel 
mount | Shock absorbing, weatherproof body

TRIANGLE WARNING KIT
#71422   LINE 440
Reflective up to half of a mile | Exceeds legal requirements | 
Weatherproof and impact resistant | Weighted for stability | 
Kit of 3 triangle devices in carrying case

CONSPICUITY TAPE
#40650-5   LINE 440
2" x 18" strips (5 pack) | Exceeds DOT requirements 
| Durable, impact and solvent resistant | Reflects light 
even in daytime | Bright prismatic appearance

UTILITY TRAILER  
LIGHTING KIT
#65370-5   LINE 440
Push-in wire connection for easy installation | Includes: 
harness, license plate bracket, instructions and complete 
wiring and installation kit

$5499

DURAMOLD®  LICENSE LAMP
#60001   LINE 440
Compact license lamp protrudes less than 2" | Housing 
snaps firmly into molded o-ring | Durable lens

TEARDROP "KOJAK" LIGHT, 
AMBER
#76033  LINE 440
Low power consumption light | Magnetic
mount | Local restrictions may apply

MIGHTY MINI STROBE  
LIGHT, SINGLE FLASH
#77103   LINE 440
3-5/8" tall | 5-1/8" wide base | 3 mount holes for #10 screws | 70 
flashes per minute | 1.5 joules, 12 to 80 volts DC – .3 amps at 
12 volts | Reverse polarity and voltage spike protected

2-1/2" HI COUNT LED LAMP
Fits all popular mountings and grommets

MICRONOVA™ LED CLEARANCE MARKER LIGHTS
Provides a bright pinpoint of light exactly where it is needed

HI COUNT® 56 DIODE LED 
LAMP STOP / TAIL / TURN
Lower amp draw of LEDs allows for use of
more lamps without draining vehicle power

THREE-STUD REPLACEMENT 
LAMP WITH PIGTAIL
#50972   LINE 440
Replaces Peterbilt, Chevrolet / GMC and Jeep lamps | 
Features license window

$8999

4" HI COUNT / STOP / TAIL / 
TURN LED LAMP, RED
#G4002   LINE 440
Concentric, high count diode design | Female pin 
termination accepts all popular plug-in connectors

SUPERNOVA™ OVAL LED STROBE LAMP, AMBER
#77363   LINE 440
Internal circuitry eliminates the need for an external power 
supply or control module | Rugged Plug-and-Go® makes for a 
quick, easy connection every time | Requires only a 12 volt DC 
connection for power | Lamps fit standard oval mounting holes 

HI COUNT® 2" 9-DIODE LED CLEARANCE 
MARKER LIGHT, RED
#G3002   LINE 440
Designed to fit most popular mounts | Twist-on mounted for 
easy installation | Fits all popular mountings and grommets | 
Hermetic lens-to-housing seal | Quick Plug-and-Go® retrofit

SELECT™ 4" DUAL-SYSTEM LED BACKUP LIGHT, 
CLEAR
#62691   LINE 440
Protected against water intrusion | Standard aftermarket 
connections provide for easy replacement | Female pin |  
Clear lens

$2292" CONVEX
STICK-ON MIRROR
#12201-5   LINE 440

PIGTAILS
LINE 440

6" CONVEX CENTER-MOUNT 
SPOT MIRROR
#28663   LINE 440

$1699

$$448989

$$999595

COMPACT COURTESY LAMP
#60101   LINE 440
Rubber-sealed spring and pigtail assembly | Fits 1-1/4" 
hole in panels from .06" to .25" thick | Translucent white 
plastic lens with chrome shade

4" TORSION MOUNT® II SINGLE-SYSTEM 
BACKUP LIGHT
#62271   LINE 440
Female pin | Has a Torsion Mount® II, Gel-Mount® bulb 
cradle design with a hermetic lens-to-housing seal | 
Clear lens

STOP / TAIL / TURN LAMPS
LINE 440

$2995

#G6002 
Red

#G1032 
Red

#49332 Red

#G1033 
Amber

#49333 Amber

#G6003 
Amber

#52772 ROUND 4" TORSION MOUNT® II ___________________ $8.49
#52892 OVAL 6.5" TORSION MOUNT® III __________________ $8.49
#52922 ROUND 4" ECONOMY TORSION MOUNT® ____________ $5.49

#67000 STOP/TAIL/TURN THREE-WIRE 
 PLUG-IN PIGTAIL FOR FEMALE PIN LAMPS _________________ $2.32
#67001 DOUBLE-SEALED MARKER LAMP PIGTAIL _________________ $2.65
#67050 SEALED MARKER LAMP PIGTAIL ________________________ $2.19
#67090 ECONOMY THREE-WIRE 90° PLUG-IN
 PIGTAIL FOR FEMALE PIN LAMPS ________________________ $1.96

$$24249999

$$79799999

$$889595

$$54549595

#G1032   LINE 440 RED $8.35
#G1033   LINE 440 AMBER $8.49

#49332   LINE 440 RED $18.99
#49333   LINE 440 AMBER $18.99

#G6002   LINE 440 RED $33.93
#G6003   LINE 440 AMBER $35.99
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#7232#7232

#7234#7234 #7262#7262 #7268#7268

#7210#7210

LINE 367

#83-6001 100 – 4" BLACK, 18 LB. TENSILE STRENGTH $1.59
#83-6019 100 – 8" BLACK, UV, 50 LB. TENSILE STRENGTH $3.49
#83-6021 100 – 11-3/4" BLACK, UV, 50 LB. TENSILE STRENGTH $5.89
#83-6025 100 – 15-1/2" BLACK, 50 LB. TENSILE STRENGTH $6.99
#83-6600 1,000 – ASSORTED CABLE TIES $18.99
#85-6029 25 – 15-1/4" BLACK, 120 LB. TENSILE STRENGTH $5.99
#85-6120 25 – 25" BLACK, 175 LB. EXTRA HEAVY $9.99

#83-2150   LINE 440 22 – 18 GAUGE, 100 COUNT $64.95
#83-2550   LINE 440 10 – 12 GAUGE, 50 COUNT $49.95

LINE 440

NYLON CABLE TIES 

#7200 2" CHROME TRIPLE GAUGE KIT _____________
$62.68

 Oil: 0-100 PSI / 0-700 kPa (90° sweep) Volt: 8 to 18 volt range (90° sweep) 
Water: 130° to 280° F / 60° to 140° C (90° sweep) | Back-Lit™ illumination for 
night use | Rear twist-on ring mount design makes mounting simple | Includes 
the necessary adapters and fittings for most popular vehicles – foreign and 
domestic

#7210 2" CHROME HOUR METER
 W/ CHROME INLAY PANEL _________________

$59.99
 Engineered for 12 to 60 Volt DC systems | Range: 10,000 Hours | Back-Lit™ 

illumination for night use | Hardware and instructions included for in-dash 
mounting | Includes adapters and chrome panel inlay

#7232  2" CHROME MECHANICAL
 WATER TEMPERATURE GAUGE ______________

$24.99
 130˚ - 280˚ | 90˚ sweep | Adapters included | Back-Lit™ illumination for night use 

| Rear twist-on ring mount design makes mounting simple

#7234 2" CHROME MECHANICAL 
 OIL PRESSURE GAUGE ____________________ $18.99
 0 to 100 PSI | Back-Lit™ illumination for night use | 90° sweep | Rear twist-on 

ring mount design makes mounting simple | Installation adapters included

#7262 2" CHROME ELECTRIC
 WATER TEMPERATURE GAUGE ______________

$33.99
 130° to 280° F | Back-Lit™ illumination for night use | 90° sweep | Rear twist-on 

ring mount design makes mounting simple | Includes the necessary adapters and 
fittings for most popular vehicles – foreign and domestic

#7268  2" CHROME VOLTMETER __________________
$23.50

 8 to 18 volt range | Back-Lit™ illumination for night use | 90° sweep | Rear twist-
on ring mount design makes mounting simple | Installation adapters included

#21344  RECEIVER HITCH BALL MOUNT ________ $43.95
 Steel | Black Powder Coated | 4" Drop | 2-3/4" Rise

#21512  DRAW BAR, TRI-BALL, 1-7/8" - 2" _______ $82.95
#21792  RECEIVER HITCH BALL MOUNT ________ $33.95
 Draw Bar | Steel | Black Powder Coated | 2" Drop | 3/4" Rise

#7010500  5/8" DIAMETER PIN AND CLIP ___________ $4.72
 For 33, 35, 36, 37, and 44 Series

#63880  HITCH BALL, 1-7/8" ____________________ $15.99
 Chrome | 3/4" Shank | 1-1/2" Shank Length | 2,000 lbs.

#74177  WHEEL BEARING PROTECTOR _________ $25.95
#74377  POD TRAILER BRAKE CONTROLLER____ $74.95

LINE 786

TOWING ACCESSORIES 
#21792

#63880
#7010500

#21512

2" x 20' RATCHET TIE STRAP
#82294   LINE 229
Lifetime warranty | 7,500 lb. break strength

TIE DOWNS & STRAPS 

HEAT SHRINKABLE BUTT CONNECTORS

O-RINGS

$495

$699

15" RUBBER STRAPS – BAG OF 2
#62340   LINE 229

31" RUBBER STRAPS – BAG OF 2
#62342   LINE 229

STEEL HOOK BUNGEE PACK ASSORTMENT
#42450   LINE 229
(2) 18" Bungee Cords | (2) 24" Bungee Cords | (2) 30" 
Bungee Cords | (2) 36" Bungee Cords | (6) 10" Mini Cords | 
(6) 10" Tarp Cords | (2) Adjustable Hooks with Latches

#7200#7200

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

1" x 15' TIE DOWN STRAPS
#W1840   LINE 962
Four pack | Heavy duty vinyl coated hooks | Easy 
push button release | Working weight limit: 500 lbs, 
Break strength: 1500 lbs

407 PC O-RING ASSORTMENT
#W5202   LINE 962
Nitrile butadiene rubber | Suitable for many hydrocarbons, 
fats, oils, gas, etc. | Not suitable for use with brake fluids | 
Good abrasion resistance and resistant to compression | 
High tensile strength | Temperature range of -50°F to 220°F

21" RUBBER STRAP – BAG OF 1
#W1812   LINE 962 $199

#74377

2" x 15' TOW STRAP 
WITH HOOKS
#W1820   LINE 962
3330 Lb. load limit, 10,000 Lb. break 
strength | Super strong, flexible webbing 
with reflective safety striping

$$33339999

$$16169595

$$17179999

$$19199595

$$19199999
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RECHARGEABLE

DISPOSABLE

These units are fitted with a pressure gauge that provides at-a-glance status, manufactured 
from lightweight aluminum and a tough nylon valve assembly | DOT approved | Supplied with 
plastic bracket and metal strap

HEAVY DUTY INNER TUBES 

RAMPS & WHEEL CHOCKS 

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 

#4
40

16
0M

TL

#4
40

16
1M

TL

#4
40

16
2M

TL

#4
66

42
3

#4
66

42
5

per pair

$3160

$3695

$4295

$5999

$8499

$6999

LINE 555

MISCELLANEOUS TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

HEAVY DUTY
WHEEL CHOCKS™

#11930   LINE 200
2 chocks | Keeps tires from rolling 
and serves as a safety device to use 
with ramps or other lifting devices | 
Use in pairs – 2 per tire

$899

RHINORAMPS
12,000 LB. CAPACITY
#11909 LINE 200
Featuring Core-Trac non-skid feet with 
12,000 lb. GVM capacity | 17˚ incline for 
low clearance vehicles | Durable structural 
foam plastic | 36"L x 17"W x 6-3/4"H

#440160MTL   LINE 550
2.85 lbs. | 3.25" x 10.95" | 8-12 seconds | 4'-6' range | 100 PSI

#440161MTL   LINE 550
3.9 lbs. | 3.25" x 13.75" | 8-12 seconds | 6'-8' range | 100 PSI

#440162MTL   LINE 550
3.9 lbs. | 3.25" x 13.75" | 8-12 seconds | 6'-8' range | 100 PSI

#466423   LINE 550
3.9 lbs. | 3.25" x 15" | 8-12 seconds | 10'-15' | 100 PSI
#466425   LINE 550
7.9 lbs. | 4.5" x 16.07" | 13-15 seconds | 12'-18' | 195 PSI

300 LB 21" WHEEL STEP
#W41039   LINE 962
Non-slip surface | 4 position height 
adjustment | Folds flat for storage | Fits 
tires up to 13" wide | Step dimensions: 
9" x 21"

HEAVY DUTY TARPS

Water, mildew and tear resistant | Double water 
proof surfaces | Double reinforced corners | Rope 
sewn in along edges for added strength

LINE 962

FEDERATED
EXCLUSIVES 
FEDERATED HEAVY DUTY 
MUD FLAPS
LINE 291
Made with Symar, an extremely durable, 
fully-cured, fiber-reinforced rubber product made 
from recycled rubber | Symar is known for superior 
durability, performance, versatility and economy 
| Flaps are molded using a unique grain pattern 
process eliminating the “waving” effect | Slotted 
holes on standard centers allow quick installation

made in the

USA

$$56569999

FEDERATED 
FENDER COVER
#5436  LINE 365
Tough, leather grained vinyl | Nonslip, 
cushioned backing | Sewn-in ribs hold 
tools and cover

$1395

$3999
ROADSIDE EMERGENCY KIT
#W1555   LINE 962
Zippered case with integrated 
reflective triangle | Includes:  8' 
10-GA jumper cables, 2 ton 14' 
tow rope, Krypton flashlight, pliers, 
2 in 1 screwdriver, bungee cords, 
rain poncho, first aid kit, gloves, ice 
scraper, tire gauge, knife, cable ties, 
and electrical tape

LAWN & GARDEN TUBES
PART # DESCRIPTION PRICE
LTLG-10 23x8.50/9.50/10.50-12 $26.99

LTLG-350 4.10/3.50-4, 4.10x3.50-4 $7.42
LTLG-500 13.5x5.00/6.50-6 $8.95
LTLG-600 15x6.00-6 $10.99
LTLG-650 16x6.50/7.50-8 $11.95
LTLG-700 21x7.00/22x10-8, 20x8x8 $17.99
LTLG-800 18x8.50/9.50-8 $18.99

PASSENGER VEHICLE TUBES
PART # DESCRIPTION PRICE

LTP-13 GR13/14/15 $16.99
LTP-14 K14/K15, 7.50/8.20/8.25/9.50-14/15 $22.40
LTP-15 KR14/15, 7.50/8.25/9.50-14, 7.35/8.55-15 $22.82
LTP-16 MR14/15, 7.50/8.00/8.20/9.00/9.15-15 $22.99

IMPLEMENT TUBES
PART # DESCRIPTION PRICE
LTI-1100 10.00/11.00-15/16 $39.99
LTI-550 K15, 5.50/5.90/6.00/6.40-15/16 $16.99

ATV TUBES
PART # DESCRIPTION PRICE

LTV-25 25x12/13.5-9 $24.99
LTV-800 20x8.00/21x7.00-10 $18.99

TRUCK / TRAILER TUBES
PART # DESCRIPTION PRICE

LTT-400 4.00/4.80-8 $7.49

#10024 24" MUD FLAP _____$22.99 each

#10030 30" MUD FLAP _____$20.99 each

#10036 32" MUD FLAP _____$27.99 each

#W6004 8' x 10' _________________ $6.95
#W6006 10' x 12' ________________ $9.99
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PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

THE GROUP TRAINING ACADEMYTHE GROUP TRAINING ACADEMY
EXCLUSIVE OFFERINGSEXCLUSIVE OFFERINGS

LEARN SKILLS THAT BOOST YOUR 
TECHNICAL ABILITIES, CUSTOMER 

SERVICE, & THE BOTTOM LINE

YOUR FEDERATED CAR CARE TRAINING PROGRAM INCLUDES:

DO YOU WANT MORE?

• Advanced Electrical & Hybrid Vehicles
• Fuel Systems
• Scan Data
• Diagnostic Strategies
• Air Conditioning
• Vehicle Security Systems
• Emerging Technology
• Data Bus
• Noise and Thermal Imaging
• Chrysler Update
• Lab Scope
• Push Button Start/Start-Stop Systems

12 PREMIUM NEW RELEASES 1 ASE TEST PREP TRAINING OF 
YOUR CHOICE

COUNTERMAN EDUCATION CENTER
• 2 Courses Added Weekly

5 BASIC ESSENTIALS INCLUDING:
• Labscopes for the New User
• 7 Habits of Successful Service Advisors
• Advanced Scan Tool Testing Strategies
• Variable Valve Timing
• Insider Secrets: Focus on Fords

Automatic Enrollment | New Content Added Monthly | Comprehensive Quizzes & Certificates of Course Completion

Upgrade to an All-Access Pass for Only $199!  Over 1000 Hours of Training Provided By:

A resource for automotive professionals to enhance your everyday routine.
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RELIABLE NAME BRANDS FOR YOUR SHOPRELIABLE NAME BRANDS FOR YOUR SHOP

Deluxe Fuel Line 
Repair Kit
#KP1500   LINE 867

5/8" x 50' Pro Water Hose
#HFZWP550   LINE 716

Deluxe Detail Kit
#1049   LINE 335

Folding Shop Stand, Rating 500 lbs
#W54024   LINE 962

BoosterPac 1500 Peak Amp 12V Jump Starter
#ES5000   LINE 850

Makes repairs quick and 
profitable | Cost effective | 
No special insertion tools 
required; reduces labor time 
| Works with domestic and 
foreign vehicles | Nylon lines 
hold up to 200 psi | Safe for 
use with multiple fuel types 
including gas, ethanol, and 
diesel

Field Repairable | Extreme 
all-weather flexibility | 
Lightweight, coils easily | 
Won’t kink under pressure 
| Lays flat – no memory | 
Durable outer cover resists 
abrasion, UV and mold | 
Reinforced mid-layering 
provides extra strength | 
Leak free connections | 
Max. working pressure at 
70°F: 150 psi | Drinking 
water safe

Kit Contains:
• • 2.5 Gallon Car Care Bucket2.5 Gallon Car Care Bucket
• • 101 Polish & Cleaner101 Polish & Cleaner
• • 201 Vinyl & Leather Dressing201 Vinyl & Leather Dressing
• • 265 Ultimate Detail Spray265 Ultimate Detail Spray
• • 821 All Wheel Cleaner821 All Wheel Cleaner
• • 901 Car Wash Concentrate901 Car Wash Concentrate

Designed to hold large 
parts such as bumpers, 
hoods, doors, fenders 

and glass | Portable, 
easy to adjust and 

stores flat | Heavy duty 
tubular steel | Thick 

foam padding protects 
painted parts and glass 
from being scratched | 

Specs: Capacity Rating: 
500 lbs, Adjustable 

Height: 33 - 44 inches, 
Adjustable Width: 

15 - 34 inches, Fixed 
Length: 40 inches

1500 peak amps | 
400 cranking amps 
| ES Series battery 

designed specifically 
for vehicle jump 

starting | Automatic 
recharging | LED 

battery status 
indicator | 43" #4 

AWG cables | 
Industrial-grade Hot 

Jaw clamps | DC 
outlet to power 12-

volt accessories

©2023 Fisher Auto Parts. All Rights Reserved. All photo, type, price, and printing errors are subject to correction. Product logos, photos, and descriptions are the property of their respective companies. 
Offers and product availability may vary by market. Ad prices are not good combined with other offers. Offers valid while quantities last. We reserve the right to limit quantities. See store for details.

59599595

47479595

74740000

3893890000

1891890000

168 Pieces Plus
75' Tubing

COVERS UP TO97%OF REPAIRS


